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CLOUDY, tonight and

Friday, with probable
thunder showers, says
the prophet.

j

PT0C

MAN has his price,
woman
ber form;
sometime it's hard to
see either.
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GUADALAJARA
REDUCED

German Warship Relieved
On Board United States Ship California, Mazatlan, July 8 (by wireless
to San Diego. Cal. July 9.) Relieved
by the German cruiser Lelpsic, the

BY

LAS VEGAS OAILY OPTIC, 'THURSDAY, JULY 9, 1914.
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( CRE

NO T

LOST, AS FIRST

cruiser Nuernberg left Mazatlan today for her regular station with the
German Asiatic fleet. The return will
be, made to San Francisco.
The Nuerenberg, the first warship
of her nationality sent to the west
coast of Mexico in a long period, was
OF MESSAGE
MISUNDERSTANDING
CUAYMAS, WHICH HA8 RESISTED dispatched from the Asiatic station
LED TO RUMOR THAT EIGHT
when the situation in Mexico became
FOR YEAR, PREATTACK
HAD DIED
acute, arriving here in November,;
PARES FOR EVACUATION
1913.
Her commander, Captain Von
Schoenberg, has worked in absolute
with Rear Admiral Howard, BOAT DESTROYED, PARTY SAFE
harmony
MARCH
CONSTITUTIONALISTS
commanding the United States fleet,
in giving valuable services to all naVESSEL
CREW OF ILL FATED
"WAY IS GRADUALLY OPENING UP tions.
TO BE ALL WELL
THOUGHT
'.The Mexican federal gunboat GuerOF
FOR THE TAKING
AND SAFE
rero
left Guaymas today for Santa
CITY
MEXICO
In
who
the
Americans
Rupaliai,
joiued
exodus from Guaymas several months
REVENUE CUHER TO RESCUE
UNCLE SAM TODEFINE POLICY ago are reported to be returning.

REPORTED

OBIiEGON

.

MINERS VOTE AGAINST RATE
Columbus, O-- , July 9. Many miners'
delegates who arrived here today to
attend tho state convention of miners,

came Instructed to vote against the
scale committee's
recommendation
for the establishment of a state rate
of 47 and 67.83 cent- - a ton respectively for machine and pick mined coal.
Belmont county, where riots were
threatened . yesterday, was reported
quiet today.

JORDAN

ELECTED

PRESIDENT BY

UNIVERSITY
STANFORD
HEAD CHOSEN A3 NEW EXE-

LELAND

OPENS
CUTIVE AT CONVENTION
. Bethalto,
The Farmers'
July
bank of Bethalto one of the chain of
Munday banks that closed after the
failure of the, LaSalle Street Trust HARMONY SUCCEEDS POLITICS
and Savings bank of Chicago, reopen'
ed today In charge of John Scullin, a
ASSOCINATIONAL EDUCATIONAL
representative of the state banking
ATION HEARTILY ENDORSES
department. Munday has resigned his
WOMAN SUFFRAGE
the
of
bank.
presidency
111.,

FAMOUS HOTEL THREATENED
Quebec, July 9. The board walk on

C01CII : PASSES

Di.fferln Terrace, Quebec's famous
thoroughfare overlooking the St. Lawrence river, caught fire today and for
a time threatened the Chateau Fron-tena- c
hotel.
Over five hundred feet of the terrace collapsed shortly before 2 o'clock
and it was feared that the stone wall
overlooking Champlaln ward, a tenement district, would soon fall.'
AFTER TWO. YEARS OF BICKER.
The fire was getting beyond control
ING, CONTRACT IS MADE
of the firemen. At 2 o'clock two
REDUCING PRICE
,
houses were on fire and the flames
were again eating their way towards
the Chateau Frontenac.
At 3 o'clock the fire was still rag- FIVE HUNgHED DOLLARS SAYELf
ing but the firemen.' seemed to be getting the upper hand.
BY UNANIMOUS VOTE CITY FATHOne-thirof the terrace had been
ERS ACCEPT COMPROMISE .
houses partly dedestroyed and
'
OF WATER COMPANY
stroyed wbentbe flames were finally
checked.

NEWER
RATE

TEACHERS

'

MUNDAY SUBSIDIARY

CITY EDITION

9.

.

,
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OFFICERS APPOINTED
AUTHORIZES
NEW CROSSINGS
RAT CATCHERS
ORGANIZE
Santa Fe, July 9. Governor McDon- EFFICIENCY RATHER THAN SEX
9.
New Orleans, July
Dr. William
ald today appointed Tomas Gurule of
a notary public. He RESOLUTION CALLS ATTENTION C. Rucker of the public health service MANY MINOR MATTERS'
DISCAPTAIN BARTLETT OF STEFANS-SO- Albuquerque
PITTSBURGH - GETS COLLEGIAN
also named I. J. Bristow of Tucumcari
STATUS OF AMERICAN TROOPS
today fully organized his rat catching
REGULAR
AT
New Haven,- - Conn., July 9. Peter
THE
OF
POSED
FROM
ARISING
TO
DANGER
LEAVES
EXPEDITION,
a mounted policeman, with all the,
forces and distributed them to all parts
DEPEND ON RESULTS OF
J. Falsey, Yale outfielder who was
SESSION
FALSE
MODESTY
ON BEAR
of the
of
.without
the city. So far none of the rats
but
powers
any
salary
PEACE' MEETING
graduated last month, signed with the
assemexamined has shown any symptoms of
office, for the Jast legislative
Pittsburgh Nationals today. He hats
de-- v
St. Paul, Minn., July 9. Dn David bubonic plague. No new oases
By the unanimous vote of all mem
Seattle, Wash., July 9. The revenue bly, while it failed to appropriate any
and throws left handed and is 22
uni
tho
to
mounted
Stanford
Leland
Jordan
Starr
of
police,
eloped.
money
Nogales, Sonora, Mexico, July 9.
pay
bers
A.
present the city council last night
cutter Bear with Captain Robert
years old.
overlooked to abolish the force, which versity was elected president of the
Guadalajara; the second largest city
of water ordipassed the much-talke- d
Eartlett, late of the Stefansson explor- has been the legislative intention.
NEW ALTITUDE RECORD
of Mexico, has fallen before the atNational Educational association at
on the
TODAY
contract
Into
RACE
a
YACHT
NO
ing ship Karluk, will sail from Nome,
Johanlsthal, Germany, July 9. A nance, entering
tack of General Alvara Ohregon, ac-the annual business meeting today.
9. The three
R.
I.,
with
July
Newport,
the Agua Pura
CANADIAN OFFICER DIES
He was unopposed. President Swain world's altitude record for an aero- part of the city
according to advices received today,
cording to information received by
Vani-ti- e
American
Resolute,
cup
yachts,
was
of
the company'
constitutionalist officials here today.
company for the use
Dorchester,' N. B., July 9. Henry R. automatically became first vice presi plane carrying only the aviator
within a week, from Wran-ge- l
and Defiance were fog bound in probably
made here today by the German air- hydrants and water for fire purpose
a member of the dominion dent.
Bmerson,
Guaymas, a seaport of the state of
coast
the
of
off
Alaska,
Island,
harbor today and the regatta
man, Otto Linnekogel, who attained snd for
Other officers elected are:
Sonora, which has held out for more Newport
parliament and for three years minsprinkling the streets, for a
12:30 declared the contest to take off 18 white men and four Esat
ccmittee
be
to
Is
about
evacuated,
of railways and canals In Sir .Vice presidents Grace C. Strahan, a height of approximately 21,654 feet
than a year,
ister
five years, at an annual rat
of
tomorrow.
until
period
who
postponed
one
a
them
woman,
of
kimos,
Wilfrid Laurier's liberal cabinet, died New York; Walter R. Siders, Idaho; in his monoplane.
according to the same source of in-- ,
of
$1,500.
on
March
since
island
the
have been
formation.
today, aged 6t years.
Mrs. Helen Hefferan, Illinois; J. W.
FIFITH SUICIDE IN FAMILY
Some two years ago, when the old
10, when they arrived from the scene
Tennessee; Isabel WllliamB,
Brister,
Council Bluffs, la., July 9. William
contract
expired, the water company
of the wreck of the Karluk.
Minnesota; R. C. Stearns, Virginia; COMMERGECOMilllSSION
v
Denies Knowledge
Berdier, aged 22 years committed
to
make a new contract for
Mrs.
offered
Washington;
Preston,
Josephine
Vashingt6n, July 9. Rafael Zubahere today with poison. He ,is The Karluk was crushed by the
O.
G- - Collicott, Indiana;
Mrs.
Cora
to take the place of
sum
of
Gentho
$1,500,
- ran,
here
of
confidential agent
TARDUS PASSES
the fifth suicide in a family of eight ice January 10, north of Herald Island
MAY fAWAIT UPTON Lewis, Kansas; F. L. Cook, South
a renewal of the ord one on which
eral Carranza, Baid today that while bis mother and three sisters having The men took all the provisions off
Dakota.
he had received no word as to the at- taken their lives within a few years. the
tho city had paid $2,000. Under the
and placed them on the Ice,
ship
Treasurer Grace M. Shepherd, Ida REPORT CONDEMNS RAILROADS
tochief
constitutionalist
the
of
titude
RETaupert, in of
leadership of
ho.
also everything else of value on the ACTION RECOMMENDED AS
FOR SSUING FREE TRANSwards the proposed Informal peace
SCANDAL
council
held for
not
OF
fice
SULT
at that time, the
JRECENT
PORTATION
Secretary Springer's term did
loat, which sank the next day. Herald
. conference with General Huerta's repIH
ARMY
Sinew-theand
to
was
,
the
SEES
annum.
Is'and
this
south,,
in
a rate of $1,250 per
year.
sight
expire
'' si.
resentatives, h,6 nal by no means lost. PRESIDENT
island
but
out
set
for
the
two
9.
the
of
parties
For
.
Characterizing
the purpose
Washington, July
receiving
the fight has gone on, neither
hope of a favorable answer.
London, Jwty 9. Criminal prosecu- reports of the various committee and the distribution of free transportation
were unable to land.
Zubaran and his associates, Luis
side
being
willing to back water, until
HENRY FORD A description of their experiences tion of Sir Tjpniaa Llpton, the chair- electing a president to succeed Joseph by railroads as a menace to the insti. Cabrera,
indicated they would
administration
the
figured
h1S
present
man
in
and
Lipton's Swain ofSwarthmore, the National tutions of' a free people, the inter
tr
sent by Bartlett to Ottawa, wasjaken
their efforts to bring about. the
would bo befre. to dispose or
i ted' was
that
Arthur
Sir
Lui
afternot
jt
did
by
the
mean
suggested
to
'commerce
that
commlssio'u
parties
Educational association held its an state
today re
conference and that probably one of
Markham, a liberal member, in a ques nual business meeting today. Har- ported to the senate the results of the"""nialfer on any basis of saving t
their junta would leave in a day or NOTED AUTOMOBILE MANUFAC- ward rejoin their comrades. This, tion
the city, than let it run on Indeflnite-17- ,
addressed to the attorney gener
however, Bartlett said yesterday, was
mony was the watchword of thij meet its investigations under Senator Lea s
TURER SEES NOTHING WRONG
two for Saltillo to press the argument
and backed up its determination
in
today's parliamentary
an error. The whole party made their al appearing
WITH OUTLOOK
in person.
ing and the unanimous election of Dr. resolution directed against the Louis i f rtlo-tiof fTia loot MadlnM
,hA
to
papers.
Wrangel Island. Then Bartlett
way
David Starr Jordan of Lelai.l Stan ville & Nashville and the Nashville,
That the Washington government
,
ordinance
with
unanimous approvits
which
of
The
the
set
team
of
question,
a
an
putting
Eskimo
and
and
dogs
&
St. Louis railroads.
9. Optimistic
ford university, was expected.
Chattanooga
would give within a few days some
Washington, July
al. As the amount to be paid Is $500
Siwa6 postponed by arrangement, asks
The report says that during the
manifestation of the policy it intends views of business conditions were pre- out over the ice for North Cape,
Endorses
Suffrage
than the old rate, the savins
lower
view
Justice
whether
in
of
Darling's
Siberian
the
and
crossed
peninto pursue to meet any new develop- sented to President Wilson today by beria,
embod year of 1913 the two roads distributed will react on the tax rate, and tho
committee
resolutions
The
In
the
statement
defendants
that the
free passes representing more than
ment in the Mexican situation, was Henry Ford, the Detroit manufacturer, sula to Bering Sea, finally arriving at
ied In its report a resolution endors
property owner will reap the real ben
Nome. About the same time a party recent scandal case were acting on a
miles of travel,' Valued at
11,000,000
the
at
in
an
conference
many
hour's
belief
the
expressed today
during
woman
efit
suffrage.
ing
Ice to get ystem which was encouraged by the
$340,260.61 to more than 34.000 indiPresident Wilson and his White House. Mr. Ford told the pres- of men went back over the
quarters.
The vote was taken at the regular
The report of the committee on res viduals in
directorate of the company, the attor
wreck.
of
scene
the
at
the
left
supplies
sort
every walk of life.
informasaw
official
no
of
evidences
ident he
any
advisers still awaited
woman
meeting of the council, ail tha
"has laid the papers olutions approving
suffrage
re- ney general
16 is to be supposed that they
Passes Legislator
tion of the constitutionalists' attitude of business depression, psychological
members being In attendance except
for
teachers
and
the
case
in
the
before
regardless
as the dogsled journey
public proseequal pay
toward a proposed peace conference or otherwise, and said that in his opin. turned safely,
The report says the Louisville .& Councilman E. R. Russell, who is at
a
was
without
sex
view
cutor
to
criminal
of
fight.
a
with
adopted
proceednor
was
neither
dangerous.
long
with Huerta's envoys. They declined ion business was getting better all the
Nashville jgave in tne following num- Raton as a delegate to the Retail Mer
The white men now on Wrangel Is- ing for fraud and bribery against Sir Regarding woman suffrage the resolu
;
. tp comment on reports, partially con- time..
'
bers: United States senators, 1; rep- chants association, In convention;
tion says:
Thomas Llpton and his
land are:
firmed, In Washington, to the effect ' "There is absolutely nothing wrong
2; other United State there.
resentatives,
The question arose out of the re
The association regards efficiency
Henry Bouchat, anthropologists.
' that the revolutionary leaders would with business," Mr. Ford told the presstate senators, 1,556;
An ordinance of much Importance
139;
officials,
officers
cent
nine
of
conviction
as
the
army
and merit, rather than sex,
B. J. Armamen, assistant topograph
ident. "The only trouble is that some
, not agree to a party.
other, was up for frst reading. It covers
state
representatives,
of Lipton's principle on, which appointments and
and
civilian
employes
eight
er.
Probably the definite expression of peopYe seem pessimistic. If every one
stateof ficialsk 1,769; judges, 89.
city license on automobiles, or motor
Dr. Allister Forbes-Mackasurgeon. Limited on charges of receiving and selections should be made and there
cheer up and attend to
its plan for the future will not be would-onl- y
The Nashville, Chattanooga & St vehicles,
r. Grlswold complained of
allotto
influence
the
bribes
of
the
in
favor
MaliceItself
S.
fore
giving
declares
-, geologist
George
; made by the American
government their1, business this calamity talk
officials
to
States
United
Louis
streets
at Grand and Na- the
gave
crossings
magneti- - ment of supply contracts for the army political equality or the sexes and
William Laird McKlnley,
:
conference
would
the
of
until
the
immediately."
stop
members
of
tlonal
avenues.
151;
other
than,
congress,'
proposition
4
Although there is no
canteens.
equal pay for equal services."
state
5,814;
representcoverinz
the matter. It 1 '
'1 s. settled and specific information, on The president and Mr. Ford discuss cian.
state
ordinance
senators,
Women delegates were elated at
James Murray, oceanographer.
" ed
a
a
trust
agree-c"way.
in
the
bills
extent
theVjia-Carranzof
general
other state officials,
"ai the
the custom of the city to pay nan tn
MUSSULMAN INSURGENTS WIN
Alexander Anderson, first mate.
the adoptions of the report and de atives, 8,439;
as well as 'th fcosiness situation.
'tnent is reached..
cost of installing crossings providing
170,1, (i
judges,
9.
Confirma
Greece,
Athens,
a
won
July
notable
had
victory.
John
clared they
Munroe, first engineer.
Officials close' to the president said
The status ofmediation proceedings
TbfBemmisfiiOtt; Informed the sen- the balance is raised by subscription.
tion of the capture of the important
Another report stating the salaries
Charles Barter, second mate.
and disposition of the American troops he was greatly encouraged by his talk
ate
that while it could. issue no order As Mr. Grlswold is unable to raise the
Williamson, second engineer. town of Koritsa to southern Albania of teachers should be "increased and in
at Vera Cruz are two of the pressing vith Mr. Ford and that he had been Robert
the
special investigation pursued necessary' half, the city will put cinV"
by Albanian. Mussulman insurgents adjusted to the standards of living
F. W. Maurer, fireman.
features hanging, on,, the ultimate at- further strengthened in his determinaunder
the
resolution, it was maKlng ders on the crossing gratis.
The
here
received
wag
fight
today.
fireman.
required by the American teachers" a
in which ,it in
titude of the constitutionalists toward tion to push the trust program during George Breddy,
Dr. Ffank H. H. Roberts asked the
investigation
general
ing lasted three days, after which the was adopted.
John Brody,
Ola k,
tho present session of congress .
order
the proposed peace meeting.
to
with
an
issue
tends
dealing
to
Albanian
took
government troops
Thomas Morris,
Physical inspection of Bchool chil the practice.
Mr. Ford refused to discuss his call,
I'and' Eighth on Main avenue, not only
flight and the Dutch, officers in com dren was approved
II.
King.
- for the convenience of the Normal etn- business
of
by the committee
commiadepres
the
saying that talk
its
'
findings,
toDiscussing
was
at
mand
proceeded
Ay.lpna. It
A. Williams.
Carranza Expects Zapata's Brother sion was unworthy of denial.
which recommended also dentil in sion said:
,
dnts but for the general public, calling
first reported that theentlre garrison, spection!. The
Robert Templeton, steward.
was adopted.
El Pawfy Tex., Juply. 9. Carranza
report
to
"In
order
compile the attention to the heavy traffic on Mais
properly
some of the foreign officers,
including
cabin
Ernest
hoy.
were
Chase,
officials here today
expecting
Regarding sex hygiene the commit
Information, lists of pass avenue. As a subscription 10 being
So far as known none of the men had been captured toy thft ..insurgents, tee directed attention to the "grave required
the arrival from Los Angeles tonight
holders
in
the various classes were raised for the people's end of the imsuffered any serious mishap. They
of General Eugenio Zapata, brother of WOULD VACATE CHASE
dangers, ethical and social, arising prepared. Such lists reveal the .man provement, tie' owrk will be underAVERTED
LYNCHING
have abundance" of food and clothing
General Emiliano Zapata, the most
out of a sex consciousness, stimulated
' powerful revolutionary leader in southBay Springs, Miss., July 9. A mob by undue emphasis oni sex problems ner in wntcn tnese carriers .jiavc taken at an early date.
iuxd have excellent dog teams. . With
ORDER
every" domain iThe resignation of Henry Rensing,
v RESTRAINING
the return, of the wildfowl in. spring which last night attempted to lynch and relations" . and urged parental dropped into practically
ern Mexico. General Zapata was rethe In merchants'. police, was read and ac
and
In
through
private,
was
public
Mose
baffled
a
negro,
Johnson,
they were able to change from pemcare and instruction on the' subject
ported as on his way to Saltillo, where
There cepted. ' P. I. : Murphy, hacked by a
the
free
of
passt
SO
strumentality
by Sheriff Jones, who summoned
he would deliver Carranza. a, message MOTION ARGUED IN EFFORT TO mlcan to roast duck.
If taken np in schools the subject is
which
is not tu-'klife
of
walk
a
13
petition signed by- - practically
scarcely
his.
reinforce
to
of
citizens
!
posse
The length of time required for the
GAIN PRIVILEGE FOR NOTED
should be handled delicately and by
of loyalty from his fighting brother,. Rq
reof
in
business
this
man in town, was approcession
every
Bear's voyage- - to Wrangel Island de deputies.'. After having surrounded persons qualified by scientific train represented
FIRST BASEMAN, f
,! herto Pesqueira, Carranza's confiden- .
federal
the
to
from
of
succeed
mob
passes,
pointed
Reusing.
some
cipients
hours
for
the
pends on the condition of the sea. the local jail
tial' agent here, said today that Zaing and teaching experience In order bench to the local politician and the
was
to
decided
It
accept an offer of
will
The
early
negro
Guato
today.
9.
dispersed
motion
to
difficult
The
be
The island is said
Buffalo, N. Y., Jluiy
to assure a safe moral point of view, sheriff who summons the jury.
pata had embraced the "plan of
the
fire horse, anJ
for
$150
crippled
be taken to Jackson, Miss., for safe
the resolution said. It was adopted.
dalupe" some months ago and there to vacate' the injunction obtained land upon, owing to the ice.
these
threads
a
rent
horse
until such
"The.
by
represented
tq
temporarily,
robbed
held
Johnson
and
up
Amkeeping.
no doubt of his keeping faith against Hal Chase by the Chicago
Another resolution tfopted said:
tie thousands of citizens to time as a good mate can he found for
theGiichrist-Fordne- y
-- 1
passes
of
car
the
pay
restrain
crican
baseball
leader.
club,
league
with the constitutionalist
."The association commends the the carrier through improper rela- the other one.
company at Stevens, Miss., on June moral
on the part of the
It was understood here today, how- ing him from playing with the Buffalo
A bid was received from A. C. Erh
tions. The lack of morality reflected
In ef27, getting $2,300 in currency.
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Federal league club was argued before
Zapata
States in deal
General
United
Eugenio
of
that
the
president
eer,
men
is
a
the
the Ksmark cafe, offering to fee J
facts
here
of
compiled
killed
by
Johnson
1
fecting the robbery
tore a message from his brother to Supreme Co"urt Justice Herbert P. Bis- - I
ing with the Mexican situation and ace to the institutions- of a free peo the city prisoners at a rata of 19
two.
and
wounded
one
clerk
"
seil
here today.
Carranza demanding assurances that
endorses heartily his policy that the
cents per meal. Thrs Is an important
ple.
Senate: Met at 11 a. to.
United States does not aim at terri
the large land tracts in Morertos and Keene R, Addingtou of Chicago, per
In item in the city's current expenses, tin
sell
their
who
"These
citizens,
conSEE
BANKERS
PRESIDENT
continued
Banking comrnlttee
Guerrero would be divided among, the sonal counsel for Chase, character
torial aggrandizement"
fluence quite as much as though, they monthly hill running from $C9 to $Si.
9. Thirty-siJuly
Washington,
soldiers of Zapata's army at the close ized the national agreement aa a com sideration of nominations to the fed
received money, seem to be as willing The bid was referred to the cororait-t- o
of
the
National
Association
members
of the revolution. Men well informed bination in violation of the Sherman eral reserve board.
15
INJURES
EXPLOSION
be tied as the carriers are ready jtee on Are and police,
Commissioners
conferred
Bank'
anti-truof
noon.
Met
at
in
that
House:
constitutes
its
law,
f the subject said Zapta has deter- a
men
9.
Fifteen
The regular meeting ir-to
them. Men pledge their lnfla-- j
at ti
tie
Cleveland,
July
Consideration of amendments to with the president and the secretary
traffic in players.
mined that Carranza must promise a
or
or
was
school
in
in
ence
the
home
fatally,
were
frf
five
j cf.ntci!
probably
to
chansoj
quietly
injured,
with
of
con
was
today
bill
the
treasury
regard
"Organized baseball does not come the Indian appropriation
division of lands before he can de
of the club, in the professions, in business, j Wednesday of each mt
legislation needed in many states to when gas exploded in a furnace
pend on the southern leader's loyalty. into court with clean hands," h said. tinned.1
Iron
company
in city councils and administrative j ond Friday, on the mw!
JMcKinney
of
tha
Corrigan,
membership
The Judiciary committee considered make possible
President James A. Gilmore of the
Wealthy states in Morelos and Guerof the hoards. In courts of justice, in expcn - tnisin R. F liars, who
Thirteen
afternoon.
here
this
the.
in
reserve
hanks
federal
state
Federa
Zathe
attended
against
Federal leayue
hearing. impeachment charges
rero states would be given to the
r tsit.
;;n
,tlve halls and at the pons."
injured are in a hospital.
system.
Chase was not in court.
Judge Dayton of West Virginia.
p&ta Boldiers by this act
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

"TWO

OIILY SIXTEE!!,
GIRL VERY SICK
Ten How She Was Made
Well by LydiaE-Pinkham'- s
Vegetable Compound.
New Orleans,

La.- -"

I take pleasure

in writing wese un
to express my gratitude to you. I am
only 16 years old and
work in a tobacco

LA

factory.

I have

been a very sick girl
but I have improved
wonderfully sine

Lydia
taking
Pinkharo's

E.

Vegetable Compound and
am now looking fine

ing the city's schools and then teaching In them. Is a general favorite and
much beloved. She is a daughter of
Mrs. Charles L. Bishop and the only
sad note, in the wedding was the
memory of the recent death of the
bride's father, one of Santa Fe
prominent business men.
The bride, who is a beautirul
blonde, wore brocaded crepe de chine
trimmed with Irish point lace. She
carried a shower bouquet of white
roses and lilies of the valley and her
veil was fastened to the cap- - with
orange blossoms. Mrs. Carl A. Bishop,
the maid of honor, wore pink crepe
de chine and carried a bouquet of
pink roses.
Harold F. Stephens and George
Marsh were the ushers. The wedding
dinner served after the ceremony had
for its guests only members of the
two contracting families and the most
Intimate friends.
The groom is a serveyor by voca-- i
tion but has won fame as a modeleri
for the New Mexico exposition commission, his work being classed by
connoisseurs as the most perfect In
that line thus far produced in the
United States and auguring for Mr.
Adams a brilliant future as a sculptor and architect Mr. Adams is also
an archaeological student who has
Been on archaeological expeditions as
far as Guatemala.
Mr. and Mrs. Adams will make
their home in Santa Fe.

and feeling a thousand times better.
Miss Amelia Jaquillard, 8961
St, New Orleans, La.
St Clair, Pa. "My mother was
alarmed because I was troubled with
suppression and had pains In my back
and side, and severe headaches. I had
pimples on my face, my complexion was
sallow, my sleep was disturbed, I had
nervous spells, was very tired and had
no ambition. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has worked like a
charm in my case and has regulated me.
1 worked in a mill among hundreds of
girls and have recommended your medicine to many of them." Miss Estella
Maguire, 110 Thwing St, St Clair, Pa.
There is nothing that teaches more
than experience. Therefore, such letters from girls who have suffered and OLD BONES FOR
were restored to health by Lydia E.
rinkham's Vegetable Compound should
be a lesson to others. The same remedy
is within reach of alL
SALE CHEAP
If yon want 'special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a THE SKELETON OF PREHISTORIC
woman and held in strict confidence.
FOUND IN UTAH CAVE,

-
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Greatest Event
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All human experience looks back te
motherhood as the wonder of wonders.
The patience, the fortitude, the sublime
faith during-- the period of expectancy era
aecond only to the mother love bestowed
upon the most helpless but most marvelous creation a baby.
Women are quick to learn from eacB
other those helpful agencies that aid to
comfort, that conserve their nervous
energy and yet aia perfectly safe to use
and among these they recommend
"Mother's Friend."
It la entirely an external application
designed to lubricate the broad, flat
muscles and skin that protect the
abdomen. It has been In favorable tise
for nearly half a century and la known

mxjnltf ,

tne united States who highly
You will find It

onsala

recommend it.
i mm
momer
in arus stores.
utterly harmless, contains no deadening
In
the skin
Influence
dines and yet its
aa also upon the
and muscles beneath
'
network of nerves beneath the akin is
very beneficial, very soothing and a
wonderful help. The muscles expand
naturally and are not subjected to unnecessary surface strain and pain.
Get a bottle of "Mower a mend" to
day at any drug store and write to us
for our Instructive little book to mothers.
Bradfleld
Address
Regulator
Co., 413
Lamar Bldg,, Atlanta, tim

.

held'in Manitoba tomorrow to determ
ine whether the conservative govern
ment of Sir Rodmond Roblin shall be
given a new tenure of office or be
succeeded by a liberal regime. Com
pulsory education and the banishment
of the bars have figured as the two
leading issues of the contest Both
of the proposals are favored by the
liberals apd opposed by the govern
ment. Premier Roblin predicts that
40 or more of the 49 members of the
legislature to be elected will lie his
GIANT,
supporters. "I have no fear of the
OFFERED
results of the election," says the pre
"I believe in my province.
Santa Fe. .lulv 9. Who wants to mier.
in my countrymen, I know the
believe
buy the skeleton, of a prehistoric
is honest, progressive and
government
of
I.
Tucson,
Dr. J.
iUant?
Stryker
and
therefore I have every
Ariz,, a well known oil field expert, patriotic,
not only will my con
confidence
that
is in Santa Fe looking for a purchas
me as their member
return
stituents
er for an eight foot mummy, hundred
will be 40 or more
but
there
again,
pieces of pottery and other prehisto- out
49 from the various constitu
of
in
with
the
found
mummy
ric relics
a
from the elec
a cave near Bluff, Utah. The skele- encies with command
me
and
to
torate
my
government
give
as
the
ton is known to scientists
which will enable us to
of Bluff. Dr. Stryker has an that support
Giant
BISHOP
JULIA
MISS
MARION
same policy of progress
idea that the mummy is nine thousand continue the
'
and development that we have dis
UNITED TO JOHN PERCY
on
District
old.
called
He
Judge
years
in the past I have been near
ADAMS, ARTIST
V. C. Abbott
yesterday and also re played
14 years in office. We have a rec
ly
Mexico
museum,
New
gistered at the
ord of which we are proud. ManitoSanta Fe, July 9. In the solemn
only one of many visitors who
in
Z
B.
Rev.
sunset
hour
C.
the
the
of
hush
Morrison, ba's development and expansion
registered, including E.
and there
n
McColloch, pastor of the First
El Paso; Ernest WerthauBer, Chicago that period is marvelous,
church, tonight spoke the Mrs. S. K, Cotton, Belen; Belle Metz, has been no part of the moral, edu
words pronouncing John Percy Adams Raton; J. I. Stryker, Tucson; A. cational or material 6ide that has not
and Miss Marlon Julia fchsliop man Toothaker, Helen and Ethel Toothaker benefited in a way that has earned
and wife. The wedding took place in and Mrs. N. J. Fields, Albuquerque; for us the eommeiidr tion of all who
the First Presbyterian church, which Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Ritchie, G. An- are competent to express an. opinion."
was crowded to the doors with the derson, Hemet, Calif. ; Mrs. W. A
friends of the young couple. Shasta Mills, W. W. Mills, Washington, D.
daisies and asparagus vine formed C; P. T. Martin, Milwaukee; Mrs. C.
artistic tracery of white, gold and C. Martin and daughters, Mrs. S. P.
green over the chancel railing and Johnson, Clark Dilley, Jr., Roswell;
were gathered in beautiful masses in H. C. Button, Phoenix, Ariz.; Mr. and
the choir recess.
Mra, tSilwell and son, Bartlesville,
To the exulting strains of the. wed- Okla.; Mr. and Mrs. Braden, Carlsding march from Wagner's Lohen- bad; Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. Stacy,
grin, played by Miss Evelyn McBride, Yonkers, N. Y.; Kenneth C. C. Gunn,
a music pupil of the bride, the groom laguna; C. F. Adlon, East Las Vegas;
and his best man, John R. McFie, Jr., Dr. W. N. Blount, L. M. Blount,- Col'
entered from the sacristy and the lins, Miss.; L. R. Forney, Roswell;
bride, on the arm of her brother, Carl Mr. and Mrs. A. J, Abbott, Jr., No-- ONLY NECESSARY TO TAKE DAM
SEL IN ARMS AND KISS HER,
A. Bishop, and attended by her sister-in-la- gales, Ariz.; Mrs. C. W. Babbitt, PueSAYS JUSTICE
Mrs. Carl A. Bishop, came up blo, Colo.; Mrs. DeLos Wakelee, Va.;
the main aisle, taking their places be- Clara D. Kellogg, Oil City, Pa.; Mrs.
fore the officiating clergyman. The E Montgomery, Topeka; Robert E.
New York, July 9. You did not have
eimple and impressive ring ceremony Diets, Albuquerque; Mr. and Mrs. S. to get a license a few years go, nor
of the Presbyterian ritual was used. N. Laughlin, El Paso; and Mrs. E. K. d'd
you have to undergo an ordeal be
The brother gave away the bride. Noble of Monroe, Mich.
fore a minister in order to become the
The prayers and blessing by the pashusband of a woman. All you had to
ELECTIONS IN MANITOBA
tor were fervent and the congregation
do was to place your arms around her
"Winnipeg, Manitoba, July 9. Fol- neck and kiss her Bquarely on the Hps.
joined devoutly in the Lord's .prayer.
The bride, who was born and rear- lowing one of the most spirited politi- It was all over then. .
ed in Santa Fe, growing into girlhood cal campaigns in the history of the This is on the authority of Supreme
and budding into womanhood, attend- - province, a general election will be Court Justice Greenbaum. The decision
was occasioned by an appeal for alimony on the part of Mrs. Emma L.
Hall who became,- - the wife in the
manner above stated of August Hall,
famous as "Diamond Gus" Hall, the
present owner of the Hope diamond.
Mrs. Hall wanted $1,000 a month and
got $700. She alleged that Mr. Hall
had deserted her and that he had fail
ed to' provide her with the necessary
things of life. The failure, alleged
Mrs. Hall, was not due to the fact that
of
cost
the
her
spouse had not the wherewithal.
'Turkish
wears diamonds on his suspenHe
and domestic tobaccos
ders, in his buttons, in his shoes, and
la Camel Cigarettes
then he has a lod of them in his pock,
prohibits the use of
ot. He is the owner of a diamond
premiums of coupons.
that is worth,
million dolall that Mrs. Hall has seen
but
lars,
Here's a cigarette of
cf it is a diagram.
exquisite flavor that
In reference to the osculatory mardoesn't leave that
riage ceremony, Justice Greenbaum
said:
cigaretty taste and
simply can't bite your
lf Mr. Hall took you in his arms
and kissed you, and said while he was
tongue nor parch your
throat. Isn't that Just
doing it that he considered his act as
what you're after?
sacred as any rite, you are then his
ttyomr dealer can't npoh yom,
mtnd lOe for one pockarm or
wife, and as such you are entitled to
for a carton of ton pack'
Sold all along tht
his support" The attorney for Mr.
00
cigarmttot),
potato
at
line, 20 tor 10c.
prepaid. Aflmr mmokint t
'la!! looked at the justice with staring
find
don't
pack art. if you

PROMINENTSANTA

ON AN
OPEN TRACKl
0

"And the semaphore was clear
clear as a crystal!"
He seemed quite anxious that tne
other man, though a stranger met cas
ually at breakfast in the dining car,
should bear this seriouBly in mind,
and he waited for a grave nod of comprehension before he went on.
"This is the first time Ive been over
the route in daylight since then, and
that was ten years ago," he resumed.
"When 1 have to come this way I always travel by night, but this time I
couldn't help myself. When we nit
the Edgarville curve I'm not going to
look out of the window. No matter
how green the grass might be, I
should see it splotched wita rea.
where 68 of them men, women and
children lay moaning, or worse than
that, quiet And it wasnt my fault;
the company exonerated me after they
had investigated. ' The semaphore was
clear.
"As the crash

came I seemed to
have a curious, soft sensation all inside of me, aa if I were made of nothing but loose feathers. I remember,
all right! I can't forget it; I wish
I could. I I sometimes wake up in
the night thinking about it"
looked about him
The
curiously as he spoke, turning hia
somber eyes furtively from side to
side, as if in constant dread of what
they might rest upon.
"It was a morning Just like this, and
about this time of year. We were
three minutes late at Gordon Junction; waiting for the St. Louis connec
tion, and that's why I didn't slow
down much as we came to the Edgarville curve. It's a nasty bend Just
there, sharper than they make a curve
now, with not enough dish to the roadbed, and with trees running right up
to the signal tower, so that you
couldn't see a foot beyond. That's
why they had put a semaphore there.
It was the semaphore that killed my
passengers, not me, for that morning
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Suddenly He Gave a Scream.
clear. We never heard of the
semaphore man again; he cut right off
across country, and I suppose he
changed his name.
"His skipping out that way helped
to clear me, and as soon as I got out
of the hospital the company offered
me my old job back, but I couldn't
take it. I knew my nerve was gone.
"Have you any idea what it means
to be responsible for the death of 68
Of course you haven't 1
people?
hadn't even then, until I began to
move among them. I am not going to
tell you what it looked like. You may
imagine it for yourself, and be thankful that your imagination will not
It was

reach.

P

By

Los VugfuloadinStotv

George
LitaUiahed

Like a crazy man I went from one
to another of them where they lay on
the ground, all the living and some of
the dead, I guess, telling them over
and over again that it wasn't my fault,
that the semaphore was clear clear
as a crystal! I made them look to
where both its useless arms, the red
and white, hung limp in the sunlight
One man laughed when I told him,
then he cursed me, and died with the
curse upon his lips. And it was his
little girl that looked like mine!"
Mile after mile sped away and the
two travelers sat silently looking out
of the window and thinking gravely.
There was a long stop by and by, and
the stranger spoke of it
"we
"Yes," agreed the
ought to be out of here. This is Gor-doJunction, and the St Louis train
is In ahead of us."
Tha conductor presently came
bustling Into the car.
"Lucky you're aboard, Billy," he
said, mopping his brow. "Jimmie Dale
has just taken sick in the cab, and
you'll have to pull us in to the end
of the division. TO report to headquarters that you're Jn charge."
'There was no vehement outburst of
refusal, such as the stranger had exsat
pected. Instead, the
silent for some time, moistening his
lips alternately with a curious, slow
deliberation.
"You know where we are, don't you,
Murphy?" he finally returned, and
the conductor gave a smile of under
standing indulgence. "Can't Jimmie
last until we pass tlie Edgarville
curve? I won't mind running her in
from there."
"Last!" repeated Murphy. "He's In
the baggage car on a cot now, with a
doctor that we got out of the Cincinnati sleeper. Acute gastritis, he calls
it Nothing to it, Billy you'll have to
forget that old affair and take the
throttle."
Without- a word the
arose, and, compressing his lips,
walked out of the car and toward the
engine. The stranger noticed that as
he went he was snapping the fingers
of each hand alternately.
It was an engine of a new type, but
the man who climbed into it had been
for nearly ten years in the shops of
the road, and he knew every lever,
every cock, every device that con
fronted him. Slowly he opened the
steam way, slowly the ponderous
wheels began to revolve, and all at
once the eld tingle came back into
his finger tips, into his hand. Into his
arm, into the muscles of his back, into
his entire body. Once more, as it
gathered speed, he was part and par
cel of his engine; the breeze that
came In at the cab windows swept
across hia face and ruffled his griz
zled hair; the rock and the sway of
the big machine struck him with
keen sensation as of one homesick
but returned home.
Little by little he "let her out" and
they spun past farmhouse and fields
and hills, past woods and marsh and
sandy waste, through rocky cut and
across bridge and trestle and culvert,
over brook and creek and sluggist
river. There came upon him an ex
hilaration as if he had tasted of new
wine. Even at the head of the grade
leading down to the Edgarville curve
he seemed to be half drunk with the
joy of it all, and blithely he called
across the cab to the green fireman.
"We're all right this morning, my
boy; the semaphore is clear clear as
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South SidoPkjo,

Cost Hasn't Been
Considered in this

Readyto Wear Sale
We have remarked these items with but one idea in view
every garment if a low price will sell it

Spring Suits

To sell

$12.50 to 115.00 Suits $ 6.00.
$18.50 to 935.00 Suits $12.50.

n

i

Spring Coats

$20 to $37.50 Spring Coats $13.50
$7.50 to $16.50 Spring Coats $ 5.00

Millinery

$4 to $7.50 Pattern Hats $2.00.
$12.50 to $15.00 Pattern Hats 5.00

Silk Waists
to $3.00 Silk Waists $1.85.
$4.00 to $5.00 Silk Waists $2.85.
$6.50 to $7.50 Silk Waists 4.00
$8,00 to $12.00 Silk aWists $5.50.
$2.75

Wash Waists
All $1.25 Wash

Waists 75c.

is $60,200,243

as against $64,161,062,
the sura set by the board of equalization last year.

ASSESSORS RECEIVE
PREMPTORY ORDERS
FOUR COUNTIES SLOW IN, MAKING
TAX RETURNS TO TRAVEL- -'
ING AUDITOR

IAS VEGAS INSTI10TE
PRAISED

J)Y

TEACHER

s
Santa Fe, July 8. Preemptory
were wired today by the travel SUPERVISOR
OF
INDUSTRIAL
EDUCATION SEES GREAT
ing auditor's office to the assessors
of Dona Ana, San Miguel, Ourry and
IMPROVEMENT
Giadalupe counties to send in their
tax rolls for 1914 forthwith. The tax
Santa Fe, July 9. "I noticed great
rolls of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Eddy improvement over
last year in the
nd Lincoln counties are also still out teachers at Las
Vegas institute," said
but the, assessors of those counties Miss Manette. A.
Myers, supervisor of
sent word that they would be shipped industrial education
in New Mexico,
to Santa Fe shortly.
upon her return from the Meadow City
Two more counties sent in their as this
morning. Miss Myers had intendsessment rolls today. Taos, which ed also to visit
the institute at Mora,
made even a worse showing than San but the roads were
Impassable. Sevendoval county with a total valuation of ty teachers were
enrolled at Las Ve?3,C97,507 and a taxable assessment of
gas. J. S. Hofer Is the conductor,
$1,038,02, as against $1,134,076, the while Miss
and Mrs. Cobb are
sum fixed by the state board of instructors. Papen
At the Normal Univerequalization last year when the valua sity summer school, the attendance
tion was $3,268,108 and the taxable as bas reached 400.
Miss Penn of Boul
sessment $1,006,527.
der, Colo., is in chars-- e of the domestio
The other county was Socorro, science instruction
and is arousing
which enters the ten million valua- much interest Miss
Ida Kruse McFar-lan- e
tion class, returning property worth
of Denver University struck a
$10,927,563 as against $9,922,949 last popular chord with
her lecture on
year. The taxable assessment is
"The Dark Flower," and "The Passionas against $3,273,383 last year ate Friend." Miss
McFarlne expects
aad $3,273,383 set by the board of to vislt'Santa Fe
during the summer
equalization, Socorro being one of the school in August
counties exceeding that sum.
The eighteen counties thus far reSir George Alexander, the English
crystal!"
have a total valuation of
1
porting
were
is to
the
a play
signal
just nearing
They
as against $172,395,009, a gain called "Those Who Sitproduce
tower when suddenly he gave
in Judgment
scream that set his fireman aquiver, of $13,000,000. The taxable assessment written by Mrs. J. T. Greln.
and, throwing himself upon his lever,
be reversed. With all his might he
gripped the steel handle, staring
straight ahead with horror-wideneeyes and tightly clenched Jaws, for
his face gone as white aa his .hair.
i
The momentum was too great to al
at Close of Business June 30, 1914 of the
low the train to be stopped at the
tower, but with a Jerk it came to a
Wafjon Mound Trust and Savings Bank
standstill at the field Just beyond the
curve.
Wagon Mound, N. Mcx.
The conductor and the stranger
were the first to come running on
George Roslington, President
ahead, to find the engineer In the
A. W. Wiest, Vice President
empty field, limping painfully with his
j. W. Hesselden, Cashier
hand upon his back and bending over,
first to one side and then to the other.
talking; and each time he stretched
RESOURCES.
a trembling hand to where both arms
of the semaphore, the red and. the
Loans and Discounts
white, hung straight down In the sun
$63,311-6light
:
Furniture and Fixtures
"I can't find the litUe girl that looks
2,356.22
like my Elsie!" he complained, aa
Due from banks and Bankers
$11,434.26
they approached him. Then he slow
Cash on hand
ly raised his head and met their
5,825.76
glance; bis eyes were wide set and
there was in them the wild light which
no man, having once seen, can ever
Total Cash Assets.
17,260.02
or-er-

$185,-299.65-

actor-manage- r,

d

"But it wasn't the men that gripped
me so hard; it was the women and
children. You see, I had my wife and
three babies at home, and you know
what that means, for I saw Just such
a group inside the lid of yoftr watch
a minute ago. Mine have all been
taken from me since then, one at a
time, all four of them, and as each
one left me it seemed to be somehow
connected with that terrible day out
there in the field. I took it as a
sort of punishment, although God
knows I shouldn't have been punished
more than this memory is a punishment, for it wasn't my fault The
semaphore was clear, and It wasn't
my business to know what was beyond it But it was my band on the
lever just the same, and if the damned
suffer worse agony than I did as I
looked from one to the other of those
poor, maimed, helpless creatures, we
have a cruel God. It's the women and
children that I can't get over. There
was one little girl Just the ege of
forget
my Elsie, with the same brown curls,
"It wasn't my fault!" he exclaimed
and"
plteously, pointing his trembling hand
His voice choked and he stopped, toward the signal tower. "The semabut the stranger did not look at him. phore was clear clear as a crystal!
He knew that the tears were smarting Look!"
.
upon the
lower eyelids, (Copyright by the Frank A. Mnnsey Co.)
and his own eyes were moist There
was a little girl like that in the lid of
the watch case, and Just now she was TRADE SECRETARIES ORGANIZE
over a thousand miles away. There
Oklahoma City, Okla., July 9. Comwas quite a long silence.
club secretaries from the
mercial
"You are not to blame for losing
your nerve," was the stranger's com- leading cities of Oklahoma' assembled
monplace remark, after be had cleared in conference here today to organize
away a certain husklaess that was In a state association and to take up in
eyes.
"Good Lord," he said, "how many ot his throat
industrialm atters and con"I lost it in one second." replied particular
us are bigamists?"
which they will ask the
the other unsteadily. "I, that had al- ditions upon
act at its session next
to
legislature
ways been the coolest man of the.
Subscribe for The optla.
crew In a wreck. waB no use this time. winter.
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$82,927.87

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock
Undivided Profits.
Deposits

............
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,

.,.........$17,000.00
1,979.63
63,055.93
774.46
117.85

$82,927.87
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tain that the boy had been drowned
In one of the numerous lakes around
the park. At 8 o'clock at a point In
the woods nearly four miles beyond
the limit of the park Mr. Dobbs almost hopelessly raised bJs voice in the
oit repeated cry.
"Valentine, O Valentine! Baby!
J
Baby!"
This time he heard a faint cry and
he soon made his way to his son,
whose clothing was wet to the skin.
WANAND
TOY
FOLLOWS LIGHTED
STATE ENGINEER RECEIVES DATA
The
child told how frightened he had
DERS IN WOODS ALL NIGHT
FROM ABROAD AND IN OTHER
been, but laid that finally he got so
IN RAIN STORM
STATES
tired he had fallen asleep by the
had
J-9. Lost trunk of the tree where his father
Santa Fe, July 9. The state engi
Mays Landing, N. , July
found him.
In
woods
the
12
hours
for more than
neer's office which has beard so much
under a pitiless rainstorm, three-yehow good the roads are
Automobile stage line to Mora tri- in praise of
has Just had Its
old Valentine Dobbs, son of Mr. and
Jurisdictions
in
other
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and SatMrs. V. Dobbs, was found at 8 o'clock
drawn to the cost of good
attention
leaving Las Vegas poetofflce
this morning. Two hundred persons 8urday,
roads In France, waere labor and maa. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
woods
for
all
night
the
had hunted
are much cheaper than in New
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas terial
Mm In rain.
Mexico. The construction of a first
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
The child wandered nearly four
class road in France costs $9,000 a
one
way, $3. Round trip tickets good
miles. He was shivering with cold
or for a stretch of road like that
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop. mile,
when found, and his face, hands and
Alameda to Jemez, something
from
419 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 307.
bare legs were covered with, mosquito
$600,000 or from Santa Fe to Taos
like
Adv.
bites. After he had been carried home
$750,000. Third class roads In France
Jones
he
C.
Dr.
H.
attended
and
by
cost $2,000 a mile, which would still
STATE OLLECTS $100,000
eaid he would like awfully to go to
the Jemez road cost almost
Sania Fe, July 8. The tax remit- make
bed.
and the Taos road almost
$150,000
The Fourth of July balloon was Va- tances to the state this month will $175,000. France has expended to
lentine's undoing. With his parents mount up to almost 100,000, which is date over a billion dollars on good
morn than had been anticipated. since
lie went to Lenape Park for an outing.
roads and yet its area is only trr.t
After dark, little aVlentlne, fascinated the June tax collections are generally of New Mexico and Arizona ccmbln- counties have thus far
by Illuminated balloons, followed one light. Eight
ed, with a much more favorable topoMar-ron- ,
of them, not with, his eyes only but his remitted to State. Treasurer O. N.
road building.
two of them Colfax and Dona Ana graphy for
feet as well. It led the baby boy furCalifornia ia spending $18,- Similarly
Colther and further Into the woods and remitting more than $10,000 each.
000.000 on its main highway or Ca
In $14,321.35, Sah Juan
when It burst and disappeared Valen- fax today sent
mlno Real and counties like Los An
$1,169.42, Curry $310.30, Luna $280.lM,
tine found himself lost
gples are contributing as much as
When bis parents missed him and and Grant $4,149.78. Luna county re- $:,,,000,000 toward fixing up their highto the traveling auditor today
gave the alarm fully 200 men and boys ported
not to speak of the sums put
of 1913, ways
formed a volunteer search party. All that it collected $1,511.81
cities like Los Angeles which
up
by
of 1912 and $300.24 of 1910 anl
rirht they threaded the woods with $.rti.27 taxes.
within their city limits have hundreds
rine torches and lanterns. As the prior
of miles of country roads.
liours passed his parents became cer
, It will thus be seen that the $100,000
There Is Healing in Foley Kidney Pills at the disposal of the state engineer
You need a mighty good medicine if annually and even the half million
once
your kidneys are exhausted by dollar bond issue if it Is ever placed.
STOMACH TROUBLES
neglect and overwork, and you have will not create a system of roads such
got it In Foley Kidney Pills.. Their as is the boast of France or of Califor
action is prompt, healing and tonic. nia but should be applied altogether
Sound health and sound kidneys fol- on El Camino Real In order to obtain
Zr. Ragland Writes Interesting
low their use. Try them. O. Gi tangible results In a trunk road from
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. which branches penetrating all parts
Letter on This Subject
Adv.
of the state and directly serving ev
ery community can be constructed.
Road building takes time, money
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVORERS
planning and supervision
knowledge,
Madison Heights, Va. Mr. Chas. A.
Peoria, I1L, July 9. With an atcon
Fagland, of this place, writes: "1 have tendance of delegates from all parts and even after the roads are built
and
expenditure,
ht
tinual
Thedford's
supervision
teit taking
of Illinois the annual state convention
lor indigestion, and other stomach troubFrance spends $36.10 to $284.69 per
the Christian Endeavor union asof
also
find
it
and
to
the
be
mile annually for supervision and re
colds,
les,
very sembled here
today and was opened
best medicine I have ever used.
to Its roads.
The ses- pairs
After taking
for a few under auspicious conditions.
sions will continue several days and
days, I always feel like a new man."
There Is more Catarrh In this
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, pain will Include public meetings at which
of the country than all other disin pit of stomach, and a feeling of ful- religious workers of national reputaeases out together, and until the last
lness after eating, are sure symptoms of tion will be among the speakers.
few years was supposed to be incur
stomach tiouble, and should be given the
able. For a great many years doctors
proper treatment, as y6ur strength and
If Kidneys ano Bladder Bother
health depend very largely upon your
prononunced it a local disease and preThen Foley Kidney Pills
food and its digestion.
set ibed local remedies, and by conOverworked kidneys will break
treat-men- t,
To get quick and permanent reliel
stantly falling to cure with local
from these ailments, you should take down if not helped. When they can
pronounced it Incurable.. Scino longer protect the blood and the
R medicine of known curative merit.
has
ence
proven Catarrh, to be a conIts 75 years of splendid success, In the body from the poisons that come to stitutional disease, and therefore
treatment of just such troubles, proves them, then look out for Bright's disconstitutional treatment Hall's
ease, serious kidney trouble and blad- Catarrh
the real merit of Thedford's
Cure, manufactured by F. J.
der annoyances. Foley Kidney Pills
Safe,- pleasant, gentle in action,
and Co., Toledo, O., is the only
Cheney
tnd without bad
it is sure are your best protection, your best
cc nstitutlonal cure on the market It
to benefit both young and old. For sale medicine for weak, sore, overworked
is taken Internally. It acts directly
n. c ia kidney and bladder weaknesses. Adv.
jverywhere. Price 25c
on the blood and mucous surfaces of
Ibe system. They offer one hundred
'
dollars for any case It falls to cure.
Send for circulars and testimonials.
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., To
ledo, O.
MOST
YOUR MONEY
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv..
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WRONG
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BREAKFAST

PRESIDENT ASKED

Change Gave Rugged Health
think
that for
Many persons
strength, they must begin the day with
a breakfast of meat and other heavy
foods. This Is a mistake as anyono
Er.ay benefit others. He writes:
A W. Va. carpenter's
experience
may benefit others. eH writes::
"I used to be a very heavy break
fast eater but finally indigestion caused me such distress, I became afraid
to eat anything.
"My wife suggested a trial of Grape- Nuts and as I had to eat something or
starve, I concluded to take her advice.
She fixed me up a dish and I remarked at the time that the quality was all
right, but the quantity was too small
I wanted a saucerfuL
"But she said a small amount cf
went a long way and that
Grape-Nut- s
I must eat It according to directions
and
o I Btarted In with Grape-Nut- s
cream, 2 soft boiled eggs and some
crisp toast for breakfast.
"I cut out meats and a lot ot other
sfufi I had been used to eating all my
life and was gratified to Bee that I was
getting better right along. I concluded
I had struck the right thing and stuck
to It. I had not only been eating im-- 1
rcper food, but too much.
was working at the carpenter's
trade at that time and thougnt that
unless I had a hearty breakfast with
plenty of meat, I would play out
dinner. But after a few, days
-f my "new breakfast" I found 'I could
do more work, felt better In every
way, and now I am not bothered with
Indigestion."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Cieek, Mich. Read "The Road to Well- vUle," in pkgs. "There's a Reason."
Every read the above letter? A new
cne appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
be-fv.- re

Interest

9, 1914.

Adv.

HEROIC STATUARY
FOR SAN DIEGO

EXPOSITION
CASTS SET FOR GROUPS IN AGR1
CULTURAL BUILDING, LARGEST OF ALL

San Diego, Cal., July 9. The cast
ing of the heroic statuary to be placed
on the east front of the big agricul
tural, building, ,the largest of the en
tire group at San Diego's Panama-C- a
lifornia exposition, has been started,
and in a few days most of the work,
will be placed..
Thf principal group, representing
the etate, shows California standing,
protecting the Indian and encouraging
the hite man In his labors. On one
side-I- s
a symbolic staute of the Influcivilization,
ence of
which started the colonizing of the
west coast a century and a half ago,
and on the other a statue depicting
and
ta! influence of the Anglo-Saxo- n
otter northern peoples whose influence
has dominated since the taking over
of the southwest by the United States.
Another striking piece of sculpture
Is already placed on the west wing of
the agriculture building, overlooking
the broad expanse ot botanical gardens which surround the botanical
building and stretch back to the can
yons at the rear. This is the memorial tn FVav JuniDero Serra, the
courageous Franciscan who arrived In
San Diego In 1769, started the old
mission of San Diego de Alcala and
then went on to the north, founding
the ether. 20 mission which rank to
day among the most interesting relics
of the old Spanish occupation of

10 VISIT NEW
MEXICO
EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE

REQUESTED TO VIS
REQUESTED TO PAR
TICIPATE IN OPENING OF

Santa Fe. July

9.

President Wilson

will visit New Mexico early next year,
if the pi an 8 of the committee ot ten

appointed at Las Cruces to prepare
tor the formal opening of the Engle
Lam reclamation project are adopted.
This committee proposes' an exhibi
tion next year of the products of the
Mesilla
and El Paso valleys at El
Paso to attract hontcseekers on their
way to or from the California exposi
tions and to advertise the lands under
the Elephant Butte project which will
next year store its first water. As
next to the Panama canal, the dam
Is the largest engineering work undertaken by the United States In re
cent years, it Is deemed fitting that
after President Wilson haa dedicated
the Panama canal and passed up to
the Pacific coast and to the exposi
tions on a warship, that he will open
the exhibition at El Paso and also
dedicate the dam at Elephant Butte on
bis way back to Washington.
WHISKEY

CONFISCATED

Fe, July 9. Nine barrels of
whisi-ehave been seized In Albu
querque and Santa Fe by the internal
revenue officers, they being part of a
huge amount of inferior whiskey put
out by eastern distilleries. There Is
believed to be a conspiracy that has
defrauded Tncle Sam out of millions
of dollars of revenue and consumers
out of a vast sum. In some instances
the cheapest grade of whiskey, 40 cent
stuff as it is called, was colored and
double stamped so as to pass for high
er grade whiskey.
Santa

URBAN CONDITtONS ABROAD
New YorkJ July 9. A commission

organized by the Southern Commer
cial congress to study urban condi
tions and achievements in various
countries of Europe sailed from this
city today for England. The commls.
sion is headed by Senator Fletcher of

n

Take your ironing
to any. room that's
cool, or out on
the porch. Attach

r,

your Williams

Electric Flat Iron
to the nearest lamp
socket-sna- p
the
switch ..in a jifty
your electric iron
is
cool.
If you haven't an
Electric iron-ge- t
a
Williams Iron at
the money saving
Price of $1.98. Buy
one today while
they last.

V

hot-you'r- e

LAS VEGAS LIGHT

ft

.1

AND

POWER COMPANY

Ms

.-

Florida and Includes the mayors of a
number of cities, officials of civic and
commercial organizations and representatives appointed by various state
governors. The commission will first
attend the international congress of
municipal executive and civic leaders,

-

which opens In London, July 2(1
Later It will participate in the inte
national urban exposition at Lyonj
and then make an extensive tour d
in France. German
investigation
Switzerland,
Italy, Austria-Hungar- J
Belgium and Holland.

THE TIME WAS

Latin-America- n

The placing of the uniform fountain
statuary Is also under way. In eachj
of the patios stands a fountain almost
hidden in the rich, growth of palm,
and grevillea, the bamboo, three
growths which are widely used In the
landscape work. The fountains are
mall and graceful, modeled after one
of the conventional forms most used
in the old gardens of Spain and old
Mexico. The consistent effort is to
have complete harmony in all the
structural and landscape work, '
While the preliminary grading and
landscape work is being done on the
lower plateau of the
exposition
grounds, where the completed colony
of state and county buildings will
Etand, the plans fo four of thw new
buildings are now being offered for
bids. Meanwhile the ornamental work
is telne placed on the nine completed
buildings along the Prado and certain
Most
of the other large structures
of the scaffolding is down from the
San Joaquin Valley building, which
ttands at the entrance to the state
section. Directly across .the small
plaza Is the Kern and Tulare building, and at the end of the plaza the
1100,000 mUBio pavilion will stand.
THs is the permanent gifth of John
D Spreckels.

when the insuring publta was satisfied with DEATH Insurance,
that is, Insurance that paid only at death, but that time is
past, and the majority of men and women today, at feast the
LIVE Ones demand a kind of Insurance that protect against
DEATH and ALSOpays while you LIVE, In fact a demand for
a LIVINQ Insurance has been in demand for several years,
and it remained for the Master Mind of O. C. KNEALE to
solve the problem and give to the world through the HERALDS
OF LIBERTY what Is known as the NEW LINE LIFE, or
RESERVE FUND DISTRIBUTION Plan of REAL Life Insurance.
The HERALDS OF LIBERTY now own and control exclusively the RESERVE FUND DITTRIBUTION Plan of
by reason of the factthat the plans and Idea and
all forms of literature and the policy are copyrighted. This
is the ONLY Plan in existence today that REALLY meets
the demand of LIVE people and PAYS IF YOU LIVE, and
PAYS WHEN YOU DIE. The only kind that caters to the
LIVING side of man.
The Heralds of Liberty are organized in Las Vegas, and
wishes to announce not only to its members, but to the
LIVE ones of Las Vegas, that regular meetings will be held
in the W. 0. W. Hall on the First and third Friday nights
of each month. If you are DEAD, sleep on, if you are ALIVE,
then you should be a HERALD.
In-suran- ce,

R. C. HOWARD,

State Organizer,

ESTABLISHED
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FAIR

IS MADE OF
ANNOUNCEMENT
PREMIUMS IN LIVESTOCK AND
GRAIN COMPETITION
-

'

Twelve carrots, first, $2.00; second, flrst$1.00; second, 50o,
Best drawn work, first $1 00; sec
Twelve oyster plants, first $2.00; ond, ,50c.
Best hardanger work, first, $L0;
second, $V0.
second. 60c
Fruits
B5l cushion, first $100; second,
Beet , eslhibit fruits, Division 3,
!
50c.
Class A.
Best crochet work, first, $1.00, sec
Best and largest display fruits, all
'
ond, . 50c.
kinds, first $5.00; second, $2.50.
Beet; tatting, first $1.00; second, 50c.
Display of apples on 12 plates, first,
Best Battenberg work, first $1.00;
$5.00; second $2.50.
,'
Display of pears on 12 plates, first, second, 50c.
The speed program will be staged
$5.00; second, $2.50.
Display of plums on 12 plates, first, at Amusement rpark. The list of prizes
for this feature of the fair will be ar$5.00; second, $2.50.
within a short time. Those
ranged
,
.Poultry
to make
Best exhibit poultry. Division 4, in charge of the fair plan
most interest.
one
this
of
feature
the
Class A. (Note, & pen consists of one
lug of fair week.
male and four females.)
Person showing best pen of any one
variety of poultry, first, $10.00; secRETAILERS OF STATE
ond, $7;50.
Best lot of turkeys, first, $5.00;
second, $2.50.
MEET AT RATON
Best lot of geese, first, $5.00;
second, $2.50.
Best lot of ducks, first, $5.00; ASSOCIATION OF BUSINESS MEN
'
"
AND ' DISCUSS
CONVENE
second, $2.50.
$1-0-

0.

The list 'of prizes forj the San Mifair has
guel .County Agricultural
shows
attractive
tran
and,
Mexico
for
been
New
issued,
Vegas,
through the United States cash prizes that should interest every
farmer In the county. ,The fair will
second das matter.
take place October 5, 6 t(nd 7 and will
be at the armory as in former years.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
It will be conducted by the San
p Dally, by --Carrier
Miguel
County Fair association and
1
M
-rer Copy
all
prizes will be paid la cash as soon
18
One Week
after the exhibition as possible. In
tea Month
mentioned in the prize
'B' all divisions
Cms Tear. .
must
be at least two comlist
there
Oally, by Mail
before the premium
exhibits
peting
-- $6.00
Dairy
One Tear (In advance)
;
awarded.
can
be
Best three pounds of country but;
tlx Months (in advance)
.
The HfeT follows:
s,
7.00
tec first $5.00; second, $2.50.
One Tear (In arrearajl
-,
Grain
S.75
Best three pounds of creamery butSix Month (in arrears)
Best exhibit grains raised on lrri-A- . ter, .first, $5.00; second, $2.50.
'
Live Stock
gated land, Division I, Class
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
second,
In
2.50;
Oats
live Btock, Division 6,
first,
Best
exhibit
sheaf,
GROWER
1.50.
Class A (Those exhibiting live stock
ae Tecr
Wheat in sheaf, first, ?2.50; second, will foe charged an entry fee of 50c.)
L00
tlx Months
.,
Best bull, any breed, first $10.00;
$1.25.
Peck of oats, first $2.50; second, second, $5.00.
(Cash In Advance for Mall
Best registered cow, any breed,
$1.25.
Subscription.)
Peck of wheat, first, $2.50; second, first, $10.00; second, $5.00.
Remit by check, draft' or money $1.25.
Best beef stock exhibit, any breed,
rder. ' It aent otherwise we will not
Peck of barley, first, $2.50; second, first, $10.00; second, $5.00.
e responsible for loss.
$1.25.
Best dairy exhibit, any breed, bull,
Specimen copies free on application
Ten ears of corn, any variety first, first, $7.50; second, ?3.00.
Best dairy exhibit, any breed, cow,
$2.00; second, $1.00.
Hale of alfalfa, first, $2.00; second, first, $7.50; second, $5.00.
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
-- v'
'
Live tSock
$1.00.
EXPIRATION OF TIME
Bale of timothy, firsHf2.00; second,
Best registered driving ' stallion,
PAID FOR
U M. first, $5.00; second, $2.50.
$1.00.
first,
variety,
the
Best driving horse, first, $5.00; secany
are
(hit grasses,
Advertisers
guaranteed
ond, $2.50.
dally and weekly circulation $2.00; second, $1.00.
Millet In sheaft, first $2.00; second,
Best registered draft stallion, first
M any newspaper in northern New
'
.
$1.00.
Mexico.
.i -- 1 ite $5.00; second. $2.50.
Best registered jack, first $5.00;
Sugar cane, first,' $2.00; second,
i
$2.50.
$1.00.
second,
0,
TELEPHONES
MIlo maize; first, $2.00; second,
Best colt, yearling or under, first,
Main
ualness Office
&j.
.
a.
(
j Uidlitt $5.00; second, $2.50.
:
Main
News Department
Grains
Best team of horses, draft, first
j
Bestj.gihi.blj' grains raised without $5.00; second, $2.50.
Best team of mules, first, $5.00;
irrigation. Division 1. Class B.
THURSDAY, JULY 9, 1914.
Oats In' sheaf, first $2.50; second, socpnd, $2l50.
$1.50.
Best yoke of oxen, first, $5.00;
r,
Wheat in sheaf, first $2.50; second, second, $2.60.
DESTKOY T11E WEEDS
Best draft mare with colt by side,
Civlo hygiene, like righteousness, is $1.25.
second first. $7.50; second, $2.50.
its own beet reward. "Be good, and Peck of .oats,s. first $2.50;
A
Best driving mare with colt by side,
$1.25.
you'll be lonesome," said Mark Twain
and he might have added, with more Peck of wheat, first, $2.50; second, first $7.50; second, $5.00.
Live Stock
$1.25.
jjhllosophy, if less humor, "Be clean,
second,
live stock, Division 5,
exhibit
Peck
$2.50;
Best
of
first,
barley,
This
applies
and you'll be happy."
C.
Class
$1.25.
to the city, as well as to the indi
Ten earaiofjcorn, any variety, first,
Best sheep (buck), first $2.00; sec
vidual.
-.
ond, $1.00.
$2.00; second,
At this time of the year, when the
Best sheep (ewe), first $2.00; sec
Bale of. alfalfa, first $2.00; second,
instinct of nature Is
'
. k A ?',
ond. $1.00.
$1.00.
,',
;
strongest, the biggest enemy of a
Best goat (buck), first, $2.00 ; sec
Balebtaimothy first, $2 00; second,
city's cleanliness is weeds. The same $1.00.
:;.
'' M
$1.00.
ond,
force that puts the bloom In roses,
sec$2.00;
first
Best
$2.00;
Cut grasses any variety,
goat (nanny), first
(bad smell) In weeds,
puts the sti
ond, $1.00.
which is not an especially kind thing second, $UK)0j'" Best burro, any sex, first, $2.00; sec
Millet in sheaf,- first, $8.00; second,
for the force to do, but it may have
$1.00.
ond,
$1.00.,
a "worthy object In view, none the
second,
Women's WorK
$2.00;
first,
cane,
Sugar
less. In offering Mr. Man a chance to
i
Best exhibit women's work, Division
$1.00.
tret up a few minutes earlier to bend
second, 6, Class A.
Milo maize, first $2.00;
.1
bis dignity to the hoe1.
con
Best
of
collection
preserves,
$1.00.
- Weeds are not only unsightly; they
..;;u
sisting of crab apple, peach and plum
VegetaDles
are disease provokers aa well. An
Best exhibit vegetables raised with first, $1.00; second, 50c.
overgrown lot offers the best possible
Best collection of jellies, consisting
irrigation, Division 2, Ciass A.
treedtng ground for gnats, mosquitoes, Twelve sugar beets, first $2.00; sec of currant crab apple and Concord
flies and other germ carriers, and the
grape, first i.oo; secona, &oc.
weeds are themselves, many of them ond, $1.00.
sec
Best loaf of white bread, first $1.00;
$2.00;
of
first,
Bushel
potatoes,
miasmatic. Then, too, their effect on
second, 50c,
ond, $1.00.
the visitor is anything but salutary. Peck of
Best loaf brown bread, first, $1.00;
beans, first, $2.00; second,
The tourist, seeing them in the street,
'
second, 50c,
$1.00.
In vacant lots, and alongr the parkBest Angel food cake, first, $1.00;
One dozen heads 7of cabbage;' first,
ways, smiles indulgently, and passes
50c.
second,
$2.00; second, $1.00.'
.on.
Best devil's iood cake, first $1.00;
Six squashes, first, $2.00; se ona,
'
jln a week the whole pestiferous $1.00.
second, 50c.
-growth could be rooted out, if Mr.
Best
second,
first
second,
$1.00;
cake,
$2.00;
layer
first,
Six
pumpkins,
Man would get up a few minutes
'
50c.
$1.00.
earlier In the morning. A word to the Twelve
loaf
first
white
Best
$1.00;
second,
cake,
$2.00;
first,
onions,
wise, eta
second, 50c.
$1.00.
o
Best lemon cream pie, first' $1.00;
Twelve table beets, first, $2.00; sec
NCTICX TO WHOM IT MAY CON- ond, $1.00.
second, 50c.
CERN
Best pumpkin pie, first, si.oo; sec
Twelve turnips, first, $2.00; second,
ond, 50c.
v! rntice is nereby given to whom K $1.00.
Best home made mince pie first,
concern that Daniel T Hosklns,
Twelve Darsnips. first, $2.00; sec-on
second, 50c.
$li00;
was
$1.00.
appointed
the undersigned,
theond,
riSth day of June, A. D. 1914 Admln-- ' Twelve carrots, first, $2 00; second. Best cookies, first, ' $1.00; second
Doc.
Istrator of the estate of Edward T. $1.00.
JPest doughnuts, first $1.00; second,
Twelve oyster p!anUs(: first $2.00;
Plowman deceased, and a'.', persons
'
50b.
having claims against the estate . of second $1.00,
Best assortment of home made
Vegetables
eal.l Edward T. Plowman, deceased,
Beat exhibit vegetables raised with. candy, first $1.00; second, 50c.
will present the same within the time
CLASS B
out Irrigation, Division 2, Class B.
prescribed by law.
Best ipalntlng, water colors, first,
DANIEL T. H03KIN&
Twelve sugar beets, first $2.00; sec
$2.00; second, $1.00.."
Administrator.
ond, $1.00,
Best piece of hand painted china,
Bushel of potatoes first $2.00; sec
first,
$2.00; second, $1.00.
SUIT
COLLEGE FILES
ond. $1.00.
second
Best
$2.00;
piece burnt wood, first $2.00;
of
first
beans,
Santa Fe, July 9. Suit was filed In
peck
'
second, $1.00,
tre district court today by St Mia $1.00.
Best piece burnt leather, first $2.00;
One dozen heads of cabbage, first,
chael's college against Jesus M. Abey-ti( .
second, $1.00
of Socorro for $53 tulUon alleged $2.00; second, - $1.00.
Best home made blanket, firBt
n he due. ana Jaoobo Baca of TorSix squashes, first, $2.00; second
'
$2.00; second, $1,00.
ruuee for $34.10.
Beet home made rug, first $2.00;
Six pumpkins, first $2.00; secondJ
second $1.00.
iLOO.
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
Best patch quilt first $2.00; secTwpIvo onions, first $2.00: second
34th season of this famous moonond.
$1.00.
Sat
out
$1.00.
every
4a In resort. Carriage
' Best
$2.00; sec
first,'
table
knitting, first, $2.00; second,
beets,
Twelve
following
morning,
returning
urday
'
'
$1.00.
j
ijwi
Friday: charge, including pae'W ond $1.00.
second
CLASS C
$2.00;
first,
Twelve
for
long
turnips,
rates
$10.
"both ways
Special
:'
'
Beat embroidery work, in colors,
'.'
Vegas, $i.oo.
er time. Address East sec- first $1.00; second, 50c.
XW;
first,
Twelve
parsnips,
st
Pox B. Leave orders
Best embroidery
work, In white.
ond $1.00.
hotel. Adt.
sr r!.-.:Entered at the poetoffice at Eut
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BUSINESS

.

:
Raton, July 9. The third annual
convention of New Mexico retail mer
chants convened In business session
Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock' in
the large hall specially arranged for
nie occasion.
About' 50 delegates
were on hand at the first session,
opened by State President E. J
Strong of Albuquerque.
Following the address of welcome
by Mayor J. J. Shuler of Raton and
the response by President Strong, Mr,
Fred Miller of Roswell opened a gen
eral discussion, on the subject of "Cooperation," followed by Nathan, Sal
mon of Santa Fe, President Strong
and A. C. Price and M. R. Mendelson
of Raton. At 3 o'clock Wednesday
afternoon the convention was sched
uled to convene for important busi
ness sesBioa for the annual reports of
state officers, reports of committees
and for the election of state officers
for the ensuing year. The evening
was to be given over to the enjoy
ment of a "harmony smoker" at the
Elks home.
Among the various- entertainment
features to follow will be a chicken
dinner, Thursday on the famous scenic
highway near the summit of Raton
pass; a reception and dance at the
Elks club rooms in the evening; . a
visit Friday to the Sugarlte and Yan
kee coal mines by special train and a
rolcnic lunch in Suarlte canyon; a
trap shoot for: the visiting delegates
and a band concert Friday evening in

Ripley

park.;--

.

.:

,

i

.The city streets and business houses
are displaying a profusion of flags
pennants and bunting in honor of the
state gathering. Inside the conven
tion hall the Maxwell Land and Irri
gation company has on display its
magnificent exhibit of agricultural
products, all grown this past season
on the big tract The Swastika Fuel
company has an interesting exhibit
of its coal and coke display, and a
large gallery of panoramic views give
"the visiting retailers a graphic story
of Colfax county's many scenic spots.

COUNTY ROADS
AGAIN PASSABLE

NORMAL LECTURER ON

TREND OFTHE DRAMA
McFARLANE
THREE PLAYS IN
TALK

MRS. IDA KRUSE

views

re

Uf

In her lecture on "The Trend of the

A New Mexico Stone

Modern Drama," yesterday afternoon.
Mrs. McFarlane discussed three Im-

portant plays, in proof of her asser
tion that the modem drama is being
devoted to an educational and social
enlightenment for an educational and
a social purpose.
The three plays reviewed were
"Damaged Goods," by Brieux, aa example of French writing, "The Fugi
tive," by John Galsworthy, from the
English, and "As a Man Thinks," from
the American, by Augustus Thomas.
Mrs. McFarlane said:
"Daiiaged Goods is distinctly educational.' It Is a lesson to meet the prevailing ignorance on a subject that attacks the health of society." Authorities, both medical and legal, are
Inbrought upon the stage and the
struction Is given in a thoroughgoing
manner. Mrs. McFarlane called espe
c'al attention to the fact that the emo
tion aroused in the audience by tie
presentation of "Damaged Goods" is
the humanitarian one of protection for
the innocent and dependent, regardless of the cost to the afflicted indi
vidual.
"The Fugitive," Mrs. McFarlane interpreted as revealing a false and in
adequate education of women and a
false and weak conception of honor.
The result of this misunderstanding Is
shown in the play to be unhapplness,
disgrace and death.
"As a Man Thinks," the great Am
erican ply, presents one of the finest Jewish characters In Uteratuie. Dr.
Seelig is a man of culture, of skill, of
tefile and power. It is through this
character that the problem of a bro
ken home is met. The threatened
wreck of the Christian home is due
to the double standard of morality.
Dr. Seeling implants In the lives of
both husband and wife a new conception of their relationship. While the
play reconciles the disloyal husband to
his wife, it in no sense condones the
fault that separated them. Through.
the Influence of Dr. Seelig, they re
build their home on the basis of the
single standard of morality, the only
one tbat can secure the future of their
child. It is a practical play that shows
the possibility of learning better and,
consequently, doing better. Mistakes
are recognized and put In the back
ground and a new conception of life
forms the basis for a better future.
This rJay stands at the head of Am
erican plays at the present time.
,
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ciystals as they are touad, as well as
cui ready for mounting- -
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OF THE DAMAGE DONE BY

RECENT

STORMS

Not an imitation of the Diamond, but

Call and See Them at

TAUPE RT'S
erican Archaeology lptthe ruins of the
pueblo and mission church. Moving
pictures will also be taken of those
operations.
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NEW HAVEN STOCKS LOW

New York, July
Haven
railroad shares fell to a new low- - rec
ord today, selling at 62
soon after
the opening of the stock1 market '. The
previous low price was 63 8 made
a few days ago. The company's differences with the federal government
in connection with the Boktott.& Maine
road are believed to be responsible
for renewed liquidation in New Haven
stocks.
New Haven fell to 61 later but re
ef vered a substantial fraction fcy" mid5
3-- 4

:

,

LAS VEGAS EDUCATOR

'

charge, today announced the following speakers and subjects for the education day at Mountalnair, .August 6:
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts .of East
Las Vegas on "The Practicaljta Edu!,
cation."
sf:,;:
'j.
A. N. White of Santa Fe on
and Enthusiasm In Education.''
Prbfessor B- - I Enloe of Silver City
on "The" State and. Its Educational In
stitutions."
Hiram Hadley of Las Cruces on
"The Teachers,,; Problem and Some
Elements Solving Its oSlution."
J. S. Hofer of Tucumcarl on "Suggested School Legislation, Why and

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE','
New York, July 9. For the greater

5

3

tsnored the weakness of the Goulds
and a few others by their display of
independent strength. In the final
dealings, however, renewed weakness
iu lower priced issues unsettled the
entire list. The close was heavy. The
laBt sajes were as follows:
70
Amalgamated Copper
107
American Sugar Refg
99
Atchison
110
Northern Pacific
',

Reading'

..........

ONE LOT
Of

WOMEN

$3.50 and $4.00
Your choice
per pair

I
j

and

at
OFF.

:

Ladies
Shoes

MEN,

'

164
97
155
. . 61
109

.fjne

j

CHILDREN

if

,

$1.89

BIG SUMMER
CLEARING PRICES
ON ALL SUITS, COATS
AND DRESSES

...

50c to $6.00 per pair.
10 Ppr rpntl

Vaht?"

Mrs. R, F. Asplund of Santa Fe on
"New Mexico Educational Exhibit at
San Diego."
R. F. Asplund, "The Present Day
Viewpoint In Education."
San Miguel county.
Chase Bell, the moving picture manAs speedily as possible all roads
and
will be placed in condition again
ager of the New Mexico exposition
it will probably be the matter of only commission, will be on deck to take
a short time before the county roads pictures. There will be a Jnuslc feswill 'be In their former excellent state. tival in the auditorium and parents and
hclidren of the school district will be
formed
in attendance. In the forenoon, the
Seven companies are being
....
.
.
J
11
A.
me country
iu r
tne obuius nca. j visitors will go to Cuarai to witness
sen in "Potash and Perlmutter."
the excavations of the School of Am- -

.

.'
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel pfd

for

2 to 14 years
1--

part of today's session standard stocks

OUTFITTERS

Children's
' Dresses

re-

tle difficulty.
The Mora river at Watrous Is prac
tically the only point where there is
much trouble, and a team Is stationed
at that point to assist travelers to
cross. The road south is reported in
good condition, aa a result of the work
done at the Rocky Cut and at Teco-'
..' .
"
:J.
lOte,
State Engineer James A. French,
vho was in Las Vegas today for a
short time on business, stated that the
the new bridge at Watrous over the
Mora river will be completed by the
middle of September. The recent rains
and high water In the stream have hin
dered the progress of the work.
Tourists arriving. In the city today
stated that the roads over the entire
state are in poor condition and in
some counties very much worse than

j!

--

CHAUTAUQUA SPEAKER

Although conflicting reports are

er.

STOCK

STRIKERS RUSH TO PLANT
Pittsburgh, July 9. Several thou
sand strikers hurried to the Westing-hous- e
factories In East Pittsburgh early today when It was reported that
street cars loaded with workmen from
Detroit and Philadelphia were coinmg.
'' :
The train had arrived earlier, how day.
ever, and later these men were Joined
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
by others said to have been employed
Chicago. Julv 9. Wheat weakened to
In Pittsburgh. One man was arrested
day under a general rush of selling
by the troopers for using abusive lan due to the large crop Indicated by the
guage, and W. R. Foley, a member of
the strike committee, was placed under bonds to keep the peace.

ceived from automobile tourists, It Is
FRANK H. H. ROBERTS, NORsaid at local garages today that the DR.
MAL PRESIDENT, 5n PROroads through San Miguel county are
GRAM AT MOUNTAINAIR
passable. The road north to Wagon
Mound is considered the most danger
Santa Fe, July 9. Chief Clerk R. F.
ous, though several tourists passed
over that route this morning with lit Asplund, who Is the committee in

government report. The niarket open
cent to
ed
cent, down and show-- ,
ed additional losses before there was
The market closed
any reaction.
cent lowsteady, unchanged to

Kansas City, July 9. Hogs, reBullish construction of the governceipts 3.00Q. Market .5. to 10,xents ment report as to corn gave that cehigher. Bulk $8.408.60; heavy $8.55 real a decided lift The opening was
to
to $$.62; packers and butchers $8.50
cent higher but deferred
8. 65; lights $8.408.60; pigs' $8
months as well aB July underwent a
;:
: M ';
setback later, though not so complete
.3i.
Cattle, reeclpts 2,500. Market stea-- d as for the current
delivery. The
to
cent net
yto strong. Prime fed steers $9.25 close was strong
9.75; dressed beef steers $S9.10; higher.
western steers $6. 509. 25; "southern
Oats rallied on accunt of corn
steers $5.508.50; cows $47.50; strength.
,
heifers $6.509.40; sotckers aVid
Higher quotations for hogs carried
fetders- $68; bulls $5.257;' calvfes provisions up grade. The last sales
!
were as follows.
t,.
$ti10.
"; y '
Wheat July 79; Sept. 78.
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market steady.
Imbs $8.509; yearlinfls $tf.25
Corn, July 68; Sept. 60.
wethers' $4.755.75j ewes Oats, July 37; Sept. 35.
$6.75;
'
f 1.23 5 ; stockers and feeders $3
Pork, 'July $22.50; Sept. $20.57.
6.75.
Lard. July $10.10; Sept. $10.25.
Ribs, July 111.92; Sept. $11.90.

ALREADY

REPAIRED

.vv.-- i

They range in hardness between the
Topaz and Sapphire.

I g?

SPECIAL.
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The Mora Gem

Off Entire
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Regular Sfock
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makes
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Slippers & Shoes
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East Las Verjas,
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New Mexico

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,
Doak and Wingo.

PERSONALS
Bias Sauches or W'agou Mound came
la last night and will be a business
visitor here for a short time. He is
here on account of business.
J. Frank Curns of Wagon Mound
came In last night and will be'a business visitor here for a short time.
Mr. Curns is an attorney of Wagon
Mound.
He reports the roads from
Las Vegas to Wagon Mound practically impassable as a result of the recent rains.
Jose Duran, sheriff of Guadalupe
county, came in yesterday for a several days' business visit in this city.
Paco Anaya, a well known resident
of Gualalupe county, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas today. .
R. J. Taupert left last night for
Baton where he will attend the state
meeting of. the New Mexico Retailers'
association.
Mr, and Mrs. Ous Speicher left last
night for Watrqus, where they attended the funeral of Edward Woodbury
today. Mr. Woodbury was a relative
of Mr. and Mrs. Speicher.
Mr. and Mrs.'&i. P. Stacey of Yon-kerN. Y., arrived In Las Vegas last
night and will spend some time here
as visitors,
O. L. Dawson of Trinidad was a
business visitor In Las Vegas today.
W. J. Lin wood, secretarylOf the cat
tie sanitary board, came In last night
from Albuquerque to attend the meeting of the board which was held here
today. Charles Ballard, president of
W:'H. Jacks of
the board, of Roswell,
"
Santa Kosa
of
Hicks
John
Folsom,
and Coale Rellston of Magdalena also
arrived last night to attend the meeting today.
Mrs. E. Mullins of Albuquerque
came in last night and will be a visitor with friends in this city for the
next few days.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Cox of Las
Cruces came in yesterday evening for
;
a short stay.
R, A. Hill, a special officer for the
Santa Fe railway, came in last night
from Raton for a short business visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Ritchie and
Gust Anderson, all of Hemet, Cal., arrived in Las Vegas last night in an
automobile and will visit friends here
for a short time before continuing on
,

s,

their trip east

James A. French, state unglneer.
cam in last night from Raton for a
short business visit here on his way
to Santa Fe.
M. D. Waxman of Mora came in
yesterday evening and met his son,
Jacob Waxman of Philadelphia, here
last night. They left for Mora today.
Charles Carr, a well known architect of Roswell, came in , yesterday
evening for a short business visit
J. P. Carson of Rociada was a business visitor In Las Vegas today.
E. C. Hen.ln of El Paso was a business visitor in Las Vegas today. He
is a' real estate man of the Border
City.
Miss Arloene MoMurtrey of Sheridan, Kans., is in Las Vegas visiting
She will spend the sumrelatives.
. mer here.
Alice
Miss
Cassidy of Chicago is in
Las Vegas visiting Mrs. Anna Wright,
matron of the state hospital for the
!
insane.
Attorney A. T, Rogers returned this
afternoon from a short business visit
at Raton.
Betnard Kastler, train dispatcher
for tie Santa,Fe at tinny, eft here
this afternoon for that place. He is
returning from a motorcycle trip to
Denver.
ENGLISH WIN AT TENNIS
Folksetone, Eng., July 9. Tie English team today completed the rout of
the Belgians in the first preliminary
round of the Dwlght L. .Davis International lawn tennis trophy competition.
T. M. Mavrogordato In the singles beat
A. G. Watson in straight sets,
3, and J. C, Parke defeated R. de
Borman also in straight sets,
6--
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OF THE CLUBS

8TANDIKO

,

National League

v

'.

I

';

:

Sw,

L.

41
39

27
34
36
36

New York

Chicago
St. Louis

H.,y.38

Cincinnati'.
Pittsburgh

35.
35
36
40

,''..

.

r .V.'.V.'M
T. .311

Philadelphia1
Crooklyn
Boston

29

.,':.

.

36

K".

American League
W.

's

Philadelphia.
Chicago
Detroit
Washington;.
St. Louis

.......42
;,V"

40

....40

Boston' :"i."f:'.Cif'..'tr.3
25
New York
25
Cleveland:
j

"

"i

Chicago.

;

. ..;

Indianapolis
Buffalo
Baltimore .

..

...35

.

. . . , . 35

r,

.

Brooklyn.... .......32
Kansas City
Pittsburgh
St. Louis .

..33
29
31

Western League
W.
Denver .
9i. Joseph
Sioux City

45

.....

44'
1 .'

.44

Lir.coln
Dee Moines

Omaha ,
Wichita
Topeka

!

32
28

-.

v.

St Louis

'

Batteries:

.559
.533
.515
.492
.446
.433
.425

McConnaughey

L

Pet

31
33 "
34 "
36

.592
.571
.564
.532
.526
.468
.395
.359

6 10
3 9

Groom and

the
PEOPLES BANK & TR.UST COMPANY

...

.

,

,

June 30, 1913,

June 30,

Resources
Loans and discounts
223,8l7.fS
Furniture and fixtures
4,750.00
Cash and due from banks.. 19 2(0.45

s

"

$400,533.38

Liabilities

Liabilities
;

Capital
Profits .
Deposits -

$113.18000
;

Capital .'
Profits and surplus
Deposits '.

$114,220.00
10.125.76
276,187.62

$400,533.38
The above Statements are correct
JOHN W. HARRIS, President
,

$247,808.2:1'

1
2

WOMAN

v

SEVENTY-FIV-

'

.IS

E

BOOTLEGGER

'
R. H. L.
At Buffalo
SENTENCED TO SERVE JAIL, TERM
0 13
1
Buffalo FOR SELLING LIQUOR
1 6 2
Pittsburgh .
Batteries: Moore and iilair; Barger
and Berry.
Pueblo, Colo., July 9. Seventy-fiv- e
of age, and said to be the oldyears
Western League
est prisoner ever Incarcerated in the
R. HI. E.
At Omaha
Fueblo county Jail, Mrs. Andrea Mar5
9 0
Lincoln
of Ignacio, Colorado, was locked
3 10 3 tinez,
CTmaha . .
I
here today to serve a sentence of
up
Batteries: Ehman and Rehor; Crabb 1C0
for selling liquor to Indians.
days
and Crosby.
The woman was brought before
-- '
R. H. E.
Second Game
Lewis in the United States dis
1
7 2 Judge
c
Lincoln
- 1
t
- '
trict court here several weeks ago
0
9
13
.
Omaha
and after being convicted and sentenc
X
Batteries:
Jordan, Cooney - and ed on a
of selling whiskey to
charge
Rapp; Willetts and Kroger.
the red skins, was freed because of
advanced age, pending her good
her
R..H- n
At St Joseph
behavior. "
- 2
...
Topeka .
2().Officers charge she resumed whis8 7 0
St. Joseph .
selling operations as soon as she
key
Batteries: Jones, Regan and Waite;
was' released, whereupon Bhe was
Sterzer-airtSchang.
brought here today to serve out her
sentence.
BEAUTIFUL La France Blue Underflow 42 Piece. Dinner Set given
Moines
R.H.E.
At Des
'
'
7 11 3
Des Moines
for coupons. One coupon will be found in each
of Crystal But- 3 8 1 8TATE SANITARY BOARD MEETS
Wichita
met
board
The
state
cattle
sanitary
The
and
set
Batteries:
will be delivered
Lakaff, Mogridge
complete
you for 25 coupons
$3.75
this morning in its regular annual
Haley; Imbert, Durham and Grlham.
in
cash.
These
All
dishes
meeting at the Commercial club.
oldest
by one; of
with two excep.
At Sioux City
RHlE. members of the board
pottery concerns in America and by ourselves as well.
- The regular rou
were
tions
present9
2
3
Sioux City ..
ses5 13
1 tine formed the business of the
Denver
j The
remembers
board
the
of
sion,
Batteries: Klein, White and Crisp;
this' afternoon.
homes
to
turned
their
Gaskell
were:
Among those who attended
Charles Ballard of Roswell, president
of the board; W. J. LInwood of Raton,
WOULD FORECLOSE ON
secretary; W. H. Jack of iFolsom,
John Hicks of Santa Rosa, Coale Reil- - William A, Brady in picture plays
prosecutor having ordered his detenston of Magdalena and W. W. Cox of next season are Thomas A. Wise in AR1ERICANS KESCilEO
MORTGAGES
FRISCO
tion so that he would on hand witen
'
'
Las Cruces.
The Gentleman from Mississippi";
wanted to repeat his story that he
Gall Kane, in "The Family Cupboard,"
AT PUEBTA PLATA saw a woman near the entrance to
and Wilton Lackaye In the character
Dr. Carman's office an instant after
NIEW
YORK
TRUST COMPANY
he originated in "The Pit."
the shot was fired that killed Mrs.
'
HOLDING LIENS OF $68,666,000,
PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
.
REVENUE
CUTTER TAKES OFF Bailey. His description of the woman
WANTS CONTROL
)
MEN EXPOSED TO FIREN
corresponded with that of Mrs. CarDOMINICAN REVOLT. a
is spending the
man..
Olga Nethersole
LABOR
AGITATORS
St LOjUs, July 9. Foreclosures of summer in England."
a mortgage of $68,6.66,000 oa the St Marie'Cahlll will have a new music
'
Lack of Evidence
Washington. July 9. The 42 AmerLouis & San Francisco railroad was al piece next season.
Mineola,
AT
L I., July 9. It is not at
MISSING
DUTTE
and
ican
Porto
Rican
who
asked in the United States district
refugees
Eleanor Brent Is to have the leadwere rescued at Puerto Plata June 26 all certain that there will be enough,
court here today by the Guaranty ing role in "Every Woman" next sea
'
by United States sailors and revenue evidence for an indictment against
Trust company of New York." The son, i
cutter
INTERNATIONAL
men, were exposed to the fire Mrs. Florence Carman, charged with,
UNION
CRAFTS
Frisco is now in the hands of receiv"The Yellow Ticket" will be pre'both
of
OFFICERS,, REPORTED THERE,
ers.
Dominican, federals and legal- - the murder of Mrs. Louise Bailey.
sented on tour next fall under the
NOT TO BE FOUND
istas, according to an official report This was the opinion that Assistant
, ')
The' petition asks that the mortgage management of A. H. Woods, ;
received here today. The firing was District Attorney Weeks expressed toKll-gobe declared a valid lien against the
Maude Hanaford , tind Joseph
so
inheavy Juno 25 that the removal day.
iwlll be In the' cast of "Along
Butte, Mont, July 9. Uncertainty
property which it covers, which
Mrs, Carman's case was expected
cludes a large part of the Frisco sys- Came Ruth" the coming season.
surrounds the whereabouts of at least had to be postponed, but the next day
to
come up before the grand jury late
boats
from
the battleship South Caro
an- seven officers of the international craft
tem.
Among the new productions
but according tou Mr. Weeks,
today,
rescue.
lina
made
the
Bullets
fell
all
was
secure
to
in
will
be "What unions who
The mortgage
the last two days had
nounced for next month
given
the
number
of witnesses ito be exambeen reported as on their way to Butte about them. but. tha refugees were
a series of refunding 4 per cent bonds, Happened at 2," by Paul Wilstach.
ined
'the possibility of ran.
precludes
cutter
revenue
Al
landed
aboard
the
issued in 1901. The petition says that
Arthur Hammersteln has engaged to Investigate the labor situation
indictment today.
Ihe accrued interest on the bonds is Victor Herbert to write a new comic here. A report from Helena last night gonquin with none injured.
George Levy, counsel for Mrs. Car$1,373,000.
opera in which Edith Thayer will be said that the labor leaders had left
man today obtained a seven page affiCured
Headache
Nervousness
and
noon
:
at
theer
i
featured.
for Butte.
"Chamberlain's Tablets are entitled davit from Miss Flora Rynor, who
CHICAGO POLITICIAN DIES
The men who are keeping Butte
The Shuberts will star Sam Mann
to
all the praise 1 can give them," v.as jwitb. Elwood Bardes, an Insurfor9.
MornA.
Fred
next season in a play called "The
Busse,
Chicago, July
guessing as to their whereabouts and
writes Mrs. Richard Olp, Spencerport ance agent on the night of the murmer mayor of Chicago and for years ing After,'' by Lee Arthur,; author of purposes are:
der. It was Bardes' testimony that ha
V
"
a well known republican
of N. y. They have cured me of headEdward McMorrow of Chicago,
polltican, "The Auctioneer."
had seen a woman running away from
nervousness
ache
and
restored
and
obtained
the
has
Men's
died today at his home. He had been
the
union.
Claire
St
Margaret Anglin
to
me
health."
For sale the window of Dr.Vlarman's office afmy normal
J. T. 'Home, representing the ba
sick for many weeks and was taken rights to a new drama, called "The
ter the shot was fireij that was the diAdv.
dealers.
all
by
Divine
to his home from Mercy hospital yesFriend," by Charles Phillips, kers.
rect cause of Mrs. Carman's arrest
a San Francisco newspaper writer.
James Clark of the painters' union.
terday.
Missi Raynor's affidavit
contradict3
A. H. Woods has engaged Harriett
Thomas Van Leer of the machinists.
important parts of Bardes' story.
CAISSON DESTROYED BY SHELL Burt and John Flood for f Innocent",
Dan Cole of the blacksmiths, v
DOUBTS ABILITY TO
Mr. Newman who said that a friend
W. G. Foster of the timber work
Norfolk, Va., July 9. A heavy steel the new play In which- Pauline Fred-cric- k
of his now in Kansas City spirited
'
dreadnew
role.
the
to
Is
:
modeled
the
,,,
after
have
ers.
leading
caisson,
CONVICT MRS. CABMAN away a pistol for Mrs. Carman, was
nought Pennsylvania and used as a Frank Craven's comedy, "Too Many Wl A. Cole of the carpenters.
arrested charged with carrying a piswas
so badly dam- Cooks," recently passed Its 150th perThe labor leaders were not register
target here today,
tol today.
h
Thirty-nintstreet
new
a
a
shell
ed
at
hotels
of
at
the
the
formance
here
last
navy
during
night
any
aged by
District Attorny smith and counsel
LACK
FEARS
DISTRICT
ATTORNEY
Local officers of unions with which
test that it was taken to drydock. theater in New York.
for Mrs. Carman agreed this after
'
OF EVIDENCE WILL GET
The new explosive is1 closely guarded
Louis Joseph Vance has made a they are affiliated know nothing t
noon to postpone the examination of
HER OFF
,
by the navy and details of the test dramatization of a short story called their whereabouts and Oscar Parte-loMrs, Carman, set for next Monday, un
Irvln
'made
S.
never
will be
Cobb,
public. "Smoke of Battle," by
secretary of the Montana State
probably
FreeporL Ni Y., July 9. With. Mrs. til a week from next Monday.
the well known humorist writer.
Federation of Labor, said that if the
Eases Torment of Asthma and Hay
he did not know it Florence Conklln Carman in the coun- Under the management of David v;ere in the
a uiC YQU AN CURE TAT
uarsu
Belasco Francess Starr will spend the Thomas Lee of the electrical workers w jau
Fever
BACKACHE,
For the discomfort and misery of early part of the coming season In a spent a few hours In Butte on Tues- muraer oi juts. WJUise iuey on me. pala along toe back d!zzlnegai head,
asthma and hay fever use Foley's tour of the eastern cities in Bern- day but It is said he left that evening night of June 30, last District Attor-ach-a
and generai jangour. Get a pack-ne- y
Smith was prepared to go before. age of Mother Gray.B af.OMATIC-th- e
for the south.
Honey and Tar Compound. It puts a stein's "The Secret"
The only international officer of a
grand jury and begin the presen-- . LEAF, the pleasant root :anl hero
healing, soothing coating over the Hazel Dawn will star the coming
written craft union who could be found in the tation of hia case against the accused I cure for all Kidney. Bladder and
swollen, tickling membranes, and eas- season In "Th Debutante,"
j nary troubles. When you feel all run
es the thick and choking sensation. by Harry B. Smith in coinblnation city was Thomas Stack of the structur
One of the first witnesses. It was j down, weak and without eacrgy tie s
i tli Robert n. Smith, who wrote the al iron workers union. He denied
Helps you to breathe easily and natT.I this remarkable combination e
urally, la the 'yellow package. O. lyrics, and Vktor Herbert the tussle. that he had any knowledge of any In- announced, would fee Elwood
whose
under
are
Insurance
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
the
names
agent
ture's herb3 and roots. Aa a tint?
Three
considera- vestigation by international officers
Owen Davis plav in He said he was here solely on behalf testimony yesterday before Coroner laxative It has no
!",i;'
Adv.
tion for the
r
epal. jr.,-hr'
1 vy P
Is
waich John M&son is to star next sea- of his organization and said that he Norton caused that official to issue) Aromatic-Lea- f
son. They are "Drugged," "The "Wall knew nothing of any arrankement that the warrant for Mrs. Carman's arrest (gent by mail f r f cM
:
i p
Between" and "Big Jim Gerraty." .... would bring the officers mentioned to Bardes is also he'd in the Jail atjFREH Addrp-i- ,
Subscribe for The optl.
r 1
Mineola as a material 'witness, the Co., Le Roy, N. Y. AJt,
Among the. stars to be featured by Butte.
--
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A Real

:

Opportunity
carton

to

are guaranteed

Federal Leagua
Indianapolis at. Chicago.
Kansas City at St. Louis.
Pittsburgh at Buffalo.
Baltimore at Brooklyn.

.

2,038.72

133,589.61

ter.

j

1914

Resources
Loans and discounts
$335,655.21
Furniture and fixtures
8,685.29
Cash and due from banks.. 66,192.83

$247,804 t.i

the

and
and largest

Crystal Creamery Go.

and-Bloc-

:

of

East Las Vegas, New flexico

h

Chapman;
and Rariden.

...

BASEBALL

Boston at Chicago.
Pittsburgh.
Philadelphia
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
New York at St. Louis.
i

Statement

R.H.E.

,
--

.600

National League

,

.

Pet Indianapolis

!

.a

i

Condensed

.347

50

,v( American League
Chicago at Boston.
Detro at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at New York.
at Washington.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT

"

37
41
49

'......36

TODAY'S

,

";

41
41

.............

36
37
44
47

28
30
30
33
33
41
38
43

38

CHURCH WILL NOT

La-fit- te

L

W.

FIVE

14

L

At Indianapolis

Federal" League

1914.

R. H. E.
At Pittsburgh
3
-- 10 12
Philadelphia
TALK TANGO
7
1
8
Pittsburgh
--'Batteries: Marshall, Oschger
and
,1 Killirer;
O'Toole, Conselman, Mam-mau- x
COVENTION OF SOUTHERN METHand Gibson, Coleman.
Pot
.603
ODISTS AIMS TO MAKE
.524
MEETING UNIQUE
.,
Federal League
X14
R. H.E.
At Broo.klyn
300 Baltimore
4 ,9 4
Chicago, July 9. An innovation In
.485 Brooklyn
6 11 u the conduct of ministerial and educa.478
'Batteries: Smith, Conley and Rus- tional conventions was promised to.463 sell; Seaton and Owens.'
day for the program of the fifty-fift,423
Second Game
R.H. B. annual camp meeting of the Metho3 8 1 dist Episcopal church,. South, of ChiBaltimore .
8 0 cago.
Brooklyn "We will make this meeting unique
Pet Batteries: Quinn and Russell;
and memorable," said the Rev. John
.603
and Owens.
,o
.548
Thompson In one of his addresses,
.545
R. H.E. "by not discussing women's dress or
At Chicago :
.541 Kansas City
5 3 (ho (tango. .. Old fashioned religion
-- il
:.
.526 Chicago - L.b 9 1 la the qubject of this meeting, and
u
.513
Batteries: Stone and Easterly; Fisk trivial! ephemeral matters will not be
considered."
.362 and .Wilson.
-

29
33
35
34

0

JULY 9.

'

,

(nt)

Western League

'

Denyrs atOmaha.

Lincoln at Sioux City.
Topeka at Des Moines.
Wichita at St. Joseph

.

i

!

YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
American League
R.K.E.
At Boston-- 4 7
1
Chicago' .'Lll... -- J.'2 9 2
Boston
Faber and
Batteries:', " Russell,
Schalk; Leonard, Bedient and Carri- ...... i
gan.
R. H. E.
Second Game
J
5 13 2
Chicago
7 2
-- ,4
BoBton .
Batteries: Benzj Fabe.ij-an,Schalk,
Coumbe; Cooper and Carrigan, Thom----

d

R.H.B.
At New York
1 6 3
Cleveland - -7 8 0
New York
Batteries: Mitchell, Collamore and
O'Neil; Warhop and Nunamaker.
R. H. E.
At Philadelphia
'.1
0 3 0
Detroit
3 4 o
Philadelphia .
Batteries:
Dauss, Reynolds and
Stanage; Plank and Lapp.

c

;

i

;

.

!

SUSPENDED
Chicago, July 9. Heine . Zimmerman, the Chicago Ntional's third baseman today received notice from PresiZIMMERMAN

dent tener of the National league that
lie was suspended for three days with
loss of pay for arguing too strenuously with, Umpire Byron in yesterday's
game. The local club also fined Zimmerman $50 and inflicted a similar
penalty on Outfielder Leach for similar offenses.
NATIONAL PLAYERS TRADED

Cincinnati. O., July 9. "The deal
for Mollwotz and Williams in exchange for Derrick was closed and
completed. We most certainly will
hold Chicago to their end of the deal,
notwithstanding reports to the contrary," said President August Hermann of the Cincinnati National
league club today when informed that
tie dhicago National league officials
lad denied officially that any trade
liad been made.

R.H.E.

At Washington

SULouis...

6

Washington
'

5

9
7

2
7

Batteries:' Baumgardner, Mitchell
and Agnew; Boehling, Engel, Harper,
Bentley and Henry; A. Williams.
National League
At Chicago
R.H.E.
'.
7 11 2
Boston
.:
4 11 8
Chicago
l,
Batteries: Tyler and Whaling;
Cheney, Lavender and Bresnahan,
'.
Hargrove. ,t j
Za-be-

I

At ClnclhtiatlBrooklyn'-

-

X---

'

-i

j

;

RxH.E.

.6

-

...

13

1

:

1
6 10 0
Cincinnati
Brown
and FishBatteries: Ragan,
er; Schneider, Benton, Douglass and
Clark. ,
t
I

R. H. E.
At St, Louis
s
3 5 4
New York
8 3
-St. Louis
Batteries: Mathewson and Meyers;

.4

,'

,

n.

tt

'

r
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Bring: Your

Job Work
To

The Optic Office

It Will Be
Done Quickly and

Rightly
15he

Optic Pub,
Co,
PHONE MAIN 2
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SANTA FE COUNTY

T5he

OPTIC 15he

WANT

WILL MEET AUG
UST 15, TO NOMINATE FOR
LEGISLATURE

REPUBLICANS

Cured of Inaigestion
Mrs. Sadie P. Clawson, Indiana, Pa.,
was bothered with Indigestion. "My
stomach pained me night and day,"
she writes. "I would feel bloated and
have headache and belching after eat
ing. I also suffered from constipation. My daughter had used Chamberlain's Tablets and they did her so
much good that she gave me a few
doses of them and insisted upon my
trying them. They helped me as
nothing else has done." For sale by
all dealers. Adv.
IN MEMORY OF MONOCACY
Frederick, Md., July 9. The fiftieth

RESTAURANT

COLUMN
rOR CLASSIFIED
TI8EMENTS

ALWAYS

HAND

US

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

RATES

AND CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!

THB BIST GOODS OBTAINABLE

CONVENTION

Santa Pe, July 9 The republican
county convention will be called for
Saturday, August 15. Under the call,
candidates for the legislature will have
'
to be nominated at that convention
as well as delegates to the state con
vention.
Charles C. Catron Is said not to he
a candidate for renomlnatlon to the
house. Those most prominently urg
ed to make the run are:
A. B. Renehan, E. P. Davies, Fran'n
I. I.avan and eBnlto Lujan. Santa Fe
county is entitled to two representa
tives and elects a third one together
with the counties of Guadalupe and
Torrance.
Either A. B. Renehan or E. P. Da- vies are to be named for the float district as it Is Santa Fe county's turn
to name the nominee.
As the nominations by the republi
cans in Santa Fe county and in the
float districts is considered equivalent
to an election, there will be a spirited
contest for the honor but the prevalent opii ion Is that men who are ag- crtrsive and will be a domlnnt Influence in the house must be named.

LOBBY

ADVER-

it

-

Five eenta per line each Insertion.
Estimate alx ordinary words to a Una.
No ad to occupy lesa apace than two
llnea
All advertisement
charged
will be booked at apace actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
MS
102 Meets every Monday nlM B)
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R..C. hall, on Douglas
ease
third Thursday in S o'clock. Visiting members are s
eaph month. Visiting dla!ly welcome.
J C. Werts, PrS

I,

brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; S, K
vited, uuy M. Cary, W. M, H. 8. Van Bally, Treasurer.
Petten, Secretary.
P. O. E. Meets first and third Vss
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t.
day evenings each month at WaoS
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Re
s--'
ly invited to attend. C. N. DonUa
eonclave
day la each mentk at Ma- - W. P.: Nicholas 'Cordova, Secretars
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
M. smith, BJ. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
corder.

ikilar

r:..t f

4. Meets erery
Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting
brethren cordially invited to attend.
raedenstlne, N. O.: A. T. Rogers.
FOR SALE Residence property 924 v. U.; t. M. Elwood. Secretary; Karl
Seventh street, East Las Vegas. werts, Treasurer; & V. Hedecoct
Address Earickson & S&bin, Phoe- Cemetery Trustee.
nix, Arizona.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second and
rourtn Tuesday evening of each
BARGAIN SALE To make room for
young stock, 75 yearling Rose Comb month Elks" home on Ninth utreat
Brown Leghorn hens, '25 yearling and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
R. C. R. I. Red hens. Phone Main are cordially invited. Wm, H. Spring454. C. W. Wesner.
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
'f
Secretary.
FOR SALE Piano; good as new,
cash or payments, phone Main 334. KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
O. R.
hall, Douglas avenue, on the
first and third Tuesdays of each
FOR RENT Residence, five rooms, month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
bath, toilet 902 Fourth street. Ladles always welcome. O. L. Free
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Phone Main 29.
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow. Local
FOR RENT Four room nicely fur Deputy, 908 Jackeon avenue; Z. W.
nished cottage on hill. Inquire at Montague Assistant Deputy. 1011
Sixth street East Las Vegas, N. M.
520 Sixth street

For Sale

For Rent

anniversary" of the battle of Monocacy
was observed on the battlefield today
by the unveiling of a marker to the
memory of the southern dead. The
battle of Monocacy was fought July 9,
1864.
The federal troops in the ac
tion were commanded by General Lew
Wallace, afterward famous as the au LOST One brown mare 21 months
thor of "Ben Hur." For eight hours
old; star in face, white spot on
General Wallace successfully resisted
nose, also white spot on left hind
the confederate force under General
foot scar on Inside of right fore
Early and prevented the latter from
leg; no brands. Reward If returned
to the Harris dairy.
reaching Washington.

Lost

LOCAL TIME CAB3

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. I, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regmlar con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
remple at 7:10 . m. p. Na
A. Brlnegar, H. P.; F. O.
No.
tood, Secretary. .
No.
No.
I. O. O. P. LAS VEQAft l orvie kin

East Bound
Arrive
7:20 p. m

T:45 p. SV
m... ..li:BI p.
m
1:34
sv
m
1:04 p. sv
Wast Bound

No.
No.
No.

Na

1....

I....
?..v.
I....

MOOSE

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O.
. halt
Visltlna
brothers cordially Invited. Howard V
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Linn Secretary.
J. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 841
I. O. of B. B
Meets
first Tue

a

Arrive
1:10 p.
4:35 a
4:20 p.
4:35 p.

Depail
m
m
m
m

1:35 p. &
4:41 a. Bt
4:31 p. SV
7:44 s. ts

For YOU!
1

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

sims

1

a

L. O. O

Desalt

I....
4. ...11:64 p.
I.... 1:25 a
II.... 1:36 p.

-i-

f you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR
It

'

giving you
a present for doing something
you'd .do any
way when you
learn how Much

il

I

BefferEMPRESS

FLOUR

really is.

BW I Made by GERevery
MAN PROCESS
day of the month In the vestry rooms
uf Temple Montefiore at I o'clock a
ONE COUPON FROM
m. Visiting brothers are
Severe Attack of Colic Cured
cordially In
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
E. E. Cross, who travels in Virginia ATTENTION LADIES
Dressmaking
FIVE
STAMPS
and other Southern States, was taken
and hand embroidery, all work guar Qreenclay, Secretary.
I
BRINGS YOU THE
colic,
with
ill
and
severely
suddenly
anteed. 1103 Lincoln avenue.
SPOON
IT 'S
At the first store he came to the mer
MODERN WOODMEN OP AMERICA
GENUINE WM.
1
chant recommended Chamberlain's
Meet to the Forest of Brotherly
ROGERS &
DR. P. B. HUXMANN
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
SONS' A A
Dentist
Two doses of It cured him. No one
on the second and fourth Mondays of
STANDARD
Dental work of any description at
should leave home on a journey with
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
SILVER
moderate
prices
out a bottle of this prescription. For
PLATE
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phon Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
sale by all dealers. Adv.
BEAUTIFUL
Vlsitini
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 411 Montague, Local Deputy.
FRENCH
members are especially weleoae and
DELEGATES
NAMES
GOVERNOR
tREY (STERInvited.
cordially
GEO. H. HUNKER
Santa Fe, July 9. Governor Mc
LING) FINISH
Attorney-at-LaDonald today received a lette" from
KNIGHT8 OP COLUMBUS, COUN- East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Governor Ern9st Lister of Wasuius- EMPRESS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
ton, again calling attention to the
O.
fourth
R. C. hall,
Thursday ' In
can be oU
coming irrigation conference in Den
MRS. OLLIE 8HEARER
Pioneer building. Visiting members
as
McDonald
named
this
tained in
ven, Governor
city from
Profealonal Health Culture for Ladlea are cordially invited. Richard
Devlne, I
New Mexico representatives Francis Hair and Scalp Treatment Manicure,
O. K.; Frank Angel, P. 8.
C. Tracy of Carlsbad and M. N Miko- Facial Massage, Chiropody'; Baths
sell of Springer. He also appointed
and Massage With Strict Attention to Doctor's
Captain Michael Cooney of Socorro a
member of the boird of regsiits of the
Prescription
2,000 lbs or More, Each Del very
per 1N As.
New Mexico School of Mines to' sucHOTEL ROMAINE
to
e
1)00
Each
2,000
per 1N lbs.
lbs.
Delivery
lbs,
ceed Coney T. Brown, resigned.
,....:..v-.25Phone Main 155, Long Distance Main
SSo per 1H las,
200
to
Each
1,000
Iba,
Iba,
Delivery
m.
44.
1:30
to
Office Hours:
p.
'
60 lbs, to 206 Iba, Each Delivery . w.
4t per '1H IM.
If you have neglected your kidneys
3:30 p. m. Las Vegas, N. M. Leaa than 6 Iba, Each Dell vary
per IN
and suffer from backache, weak back,
headache, rheumatism and distressing
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
A
bladder weakness, you will find Foley
Osteopathic Physician
Kidney Pills to be the honestly made,
Office Croc' eh. Bulging
Harvesters, Ctorers, aad Dlstrlbntort if natural Ice, Us Ptrttl CO
medicine you
healing and curative
'm. 1 to 6 p. m.
lastlac Qualities ( Whlsh Sir Hade Las Teias rasseU.
need to give you back your health Office Hours 9 to li a.
Residence Phone Main 384
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
and strength. They are tonic In acresults.
They
tion, quick to give good
will help you.
O. O. Schaefef and
MONUMENT CO
Red Cross Drug Store, Adv.
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
HEARING IN BANKRUTCY
13 Tears Practical Experience.
..Santa Fe, July 9. Judge Sweeney IB. A. JONES
W. VT. BOWER
of Organ, Dona Ana county, and At
torney1 Lytton Ri, Taylor of Las Cruces GENERAL BLISS AT ENCAMPMENT
.
arrived In Santa Fe "yesterday for the
Santa Fe, July 9. Tomorrow after
hearing of the bankruptcy proceed- noon Adjutant General Harry T. Her
Frederick
ings of the Victoria Mining and Smelt- ring, Inspector Instructor
ing company, operating in the Organs, C. Test Captain Norman L. King,
which has been set before Judge W.
VhM-4s- aa
E3 m
Clsaiiflftf SdA Searsk sat us
Captain James L. Seligman, CommisH. Pope on July 10.
sary Sergeant Collins, Lieutenant S.
those who MIOHT E IT ike lartieslai lalafl tt yerth pwa,
L. Safford and Sergeant Russel leave
eaa M VTOf M KBIs Oi
CITROLAX
Thai rrcferty yes
for Deming to prepare for the maneu
vers. General Herring toaay receivea
CITROLAX
was reads Iks ads. La tntt assar-i- l
srfKf Mvst
official word that General Tasker M.
GIVE IT TO THE CHILDREN
M
were
frertU
your property aaless
Bliss will be a guest of the encamp
Finest physio in the world for chil- ment on Governor's day.
srer
ana
Mi. ta this lcwmajer vaai
Others, irks read aid
dren. They love to take it it tastee
axe ajudoaa tm fay saah for) Docks, amteseinas,
aeaiaX'3
like lemonade.
It Is mild and suits
aad ruraitsre, axtlelas l assalsets ti MI 8?1, taj
O
HICHESTERS PILLS a straKeas.
their sensitive organs. It is thorough
Lsdleal Ask yar VmifUt for A
and keeps their systems cleansed,
C hWeb-ta llamnd TlradY
r
As tks slasslZMl act. are real tx 19
siyssi, t aq F3
rills la li d sod fjold netailicV
sweet and wholesome. It does the
boxes, tested with Biu Ribboa. V
el
Iklasa, Uey save scat !J k Eaci M Ut kea
athls
V
n
iher.
srt
of tdi
Take
too. An Ideal
Itiiy
same for grown-ups- ,
A
lrnfn?1t. Ask forC H
for S3
lIKAMft
ksa.
and Red
laxative,
O. G. Scbaefer
lIAjlI
known fts Best, Safest, Always Re'ial'i
yean
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
SOLD M DRoCQiSTS BIRYWHLRE
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If you have been neglecting to
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subscribe for The Optic NOW IS THE TlflE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE

mmmnm

EOS

with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There 'is no: increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at'the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

z3
THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
'
old way.
.;,;'.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINUTES the iron is ready to use. All the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of jt escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and
:

the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketful! of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back and forth after fresh irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while

ARE COOL.

The Optic for
laJxn
saving-convenien-

ce

whole

yesr and this
is only

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.
T7) rrTirHPTr1

vnnrrn

u (1 o9Mj

Mail it or give it to the Carrier
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CREAM LOAF FLOUR

MUTUAL THEATER

I

First Show Starts

x

Btt 7:45

inunsusr

T "Shorty
Escape
Matrimony"
No. 1. (Broncho) second so-ries will follpw next Thursday
X
"A Happy Coercion"

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

i

For Bread.

j,

f

(American)

LOCAL

CREAM LOAF FLOUR
For Cake.

4:47

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

CREAM LOAF FLOUR

The ladies of the W. C. T. U. will
give a bake sale at York's grocery
on Saturday. July 11. Adv.

For any purpose.

Stearns' Store

There will be a. meeting of the local
council of the Knights of Columbus
at 8 o'clock this evening at the O. R.
C. hall.
. .
,.
.

,

Finch's Golden Weeding Rye, aged
Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, or, course. Adv.
In wood.

1

YOUTKE

more and sometimes less than you have paid for INFERIOR
GOODS that LOOSE THEIR FINISH and FALL TO PIECES

In a short time. We make a profit, a LEGITIMATE ONE on
everything we sell. Come lu let us show you.

PAGE SAMPLE FURNITURE CO.
507 Sixth Street
Phone Vegas 114

Not Heavier Than Air

t

Vl'i

''

99

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc, baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of it aid see now
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
'
costs no more than other
high class Oours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to It Order a Back to-

tit

day.

'She Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President
& B. Davis. Vice President
E. D. Reynolds. Vice President
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
Hallet RaynoHs. Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M.

In le very department of Bunking we
fere prepared to give the best of service

At

,

five-roo-

PORATION

,

The new Maloof building on Bridge
street is rapidly nearing completion
and will undoubtedly be ready for
by the first of September. The
two smaller stores in this building are
to beiof two stories instead of one as
was originally planned.
Coyotes seem to be plentiful in the
vicinity of San Miguel. Aparico Tapia
made application yesterday afternoon
at the court house for bounty on 13
coyotes, while Leandro Villanueva
made application for one coyote. Both
reside at San Miguel.

Although the dove season opened
the first of this month hunters' say
that the birds are scarce this year
near Las Vegas. This is due to the
fact that there are fewer wheat fields
near the city, according to the hunters, who say that doves nearly always
locate In these fields.
With excellent weather conditions
the crowd at the DeKreko Carnival
company, held under the auspices of
the E. Romero Hose and Fife com
pany, increased last night. The Mexi
can circus, one of the big shows,
proved a great attraction and those
who attended it enjoyed the perform
ance. The side shows all had a large
attendance during the evening."
The Cagtaneda hotel today pur
chased one. of the horses of the East
The
ULaa i Vegas fire department.
horse sold was the larger of the two.
At a meeting of the city council held
last night It was decided to sell the
big horse because his size makes it
impossible for him to attain the nec
essary speed. A substitute Jiorse was
placed to the fir.e station this after
noon awaiting the purchase of an
other horse.

....

JOHN

Ttmo Deposits

e

Home of tbe Best of Everything Eatable

The most wholesome meat
for summer is riUTTON.
The Best Mutton In Las Ve-gto be had at
.

as

OEGRAAFHAYWAnD CO.STORE

Over-- .

Model 59

le.nd

.

. $650.00
1 Bupmobile, 1914 model, $850.00
1 Buick, 1911 model . . $250.00
1 Ford,' 1913 model .
$250.00
.

1 Viehltouriri

car

.

WITHODTJLOW PRICES

BUYS THOROUGHBRED
BULL
Dr. William Mills Porter of the SMALL
PRODUCTION
FOREIGN)
New Mexico Hospital for the Insane
WILL KEEP PRICE HIGH DE.
this morning announced that the inSPITE ABUNDANCE
stitution has purchased a thoroughbred bull which will arrive in Las
Washington. July 9. Despite a
tomorrow afternoon by ex- wheat crop estimate this year of 930,Vegas
press. The animal is one of the most 000,000 bushels, the largest 'on record.

valuable west of the Mississippi river.
Vta is a. thoroughbred
Holsteltt and
was purchased from Rev. Austin rile
of Roswell. The father of the bull
is the famous "King Seges Pontiac,"
widely known by, stockmen all over
the United States, while brothers of
his mother sold for $4,000, $8,000 and
Two half broth$10,000 respectively.
ers were sold for $20,000 and $50,000.
The bull will arrive here tomorrow
afternoon on train No. 10 from Kos-weand will be stationed at the state
.
hospital.
ll

rasa

WANTED Clean cotton
Oprto office.

.U'

no hope is held out by the department
of agriculture for "greatly reduced pric
es. Such a large crop would augur
very law prices according to a state
ment tooay, were It not that the world-crops- ,
of i wheat and competing grains
do not promise more .than the aver
age of recent years.
Besides, more than the usual diver
sion of tne wheat from its use as
fcod to the use of feed for live stock,
may be expected because of the pres
ent relatively short supply of corn in
sections where there Is a promise of
abundant wheat.
With corn selling in Kansas for
about seven cents more a bushel than
wheat, it Is not surprising, officials
say, that much wheat should be consumed as feed by animals.
'

WARBURG

--

Delriot Electric
Light, Self Starter . .

Keep

your clothes

looking

nice.

It makes a difference. Wo

will

press men's suits
:

for 60

cents, every one can afford

It

Ladles' cleaning handled with
care,

BUY YOUR
.4.

UGS
From Your Loca.
DeeJef
I?:

LAS VEGAS

STEM!

LAUNDRY.

I

Just King us up.

.

You Owe It to Him, to Yourself and to
Your Town to Do It.
-

'

r

-

We guarantee our prices against all competition.
merchandise at reliable prices is what counts.

Reliable

Come and look over our large line today.

J. C. JOHNSEN l SON.
Dovjgl&s Ave.

623-6- 25

TIRES AUD TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller Non-Skiand tires and Fiske tires' and everything need
n

ed for tfie auto. "

ALL WORK DONE

AT CUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and (Machine Shop

TjDDWy

-

LABOR

Savedby Using

.

PlE'S'PEAn

ON BOARD

SELF RISING FLOUR

PRESIDENT WILL NOT WITHDRAW
NAME, IF CROSS EXAMINATION
IS NOT REQUIRED

Washington, JHily 9. Paul Warburg,
the New York banker, has reconsider
ed his request that President Wilson
withdraw his iibtnlnatlon as a member
of the federal reserve board on the
condition 'that he will not consent to
appear before the senate banking com
mittee to be
After receipt of a telegram from
Mr. Warburg, today, It was said by
officials close to the president that an
at live fight would be made for the
confirmation. It was declared that
should the banking committee fail to
report the nomination favorably, the
president expects'' the senate, as a
whole, to act
Mr. Warburg's telegram to the presi
dent was not given out, but after Its
receipt officials at the White House
DdJU lilts Uftuic rvuuiu nut ud niiuuianu,
cross-examine- d.

6-- 6

$1,000

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

CONSENTS

TO SERVE

$300.00

.

1913-Abb- ott

one-thir- d

The town council of the. West side
a special meeting tomorrow
night for consideration 'of some solution to the present paving situation.
All the companies who might have
plpaced bids for the paving of Bridge
street failed to do so when the recent
advertisement for bids was made, due
to the fact" that the stretch to be
paved is not extensive enough to
make the proposition worth whilei. A
number of plans will be submitted to
the town council tomorrow night by
Business men of the West side for
the solution of this predicament.
The following civil ' service examinations will be held Ifa this city on
the dates mentioned: August 3 As
sistant engineer, of mine tests (male),
salary $1,800 to $2,400; organic chemist (male), salary $1,800 to $2,500.
August
zoologist
(male),
salary $1,400; physician (male and female), salary $1,000; teacher of house
keeper (female), salary $600 to $720.
August
Heating and ventilating
engineer (male), salary $1,800.' August 10 Expert on sanitation (male
and female), salary. $2,800;
social
service expert (male and female),
or all other informasalary $2,000.
tion concerning these examinations
see Oscar Linbe,rg at the. poBtoffice.

1

13-1-

will hold

Capital. S100,000;"Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

Interest Paid on

Sale Beautiful modern
prick house, perfect repair, on
two lots on hill. Special bargain for
a tew days. Let us snow you.
INVESTMENT AND AGENCY COR- For.

In buying your furniture, carpets and rugs from us. We do
not handle furniture that is not well' constructed, well finished
i
and of the latest pattern and design..
Our prices for medium to high grade furniture are no

l

The exact v. number;, of paid cash
fares taken for rides-othe merry-go- round of .the carnival playing on the
plaza was 1,647 yesterday,- according
to J.he reports Received,, .
n.

NO CHANCES

1

daily

at

SECOilD IIAOD WIKET
FOR THIS WEEK

Fresh vegetables

all
kindsat ourriving
store.

NEWS

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

INTERESTING PROGRAM ANNOUNCED FOR 8TATE GATHERING JULY 15

The convention of the New Mexico
Woman's Christian Temperance Union
will be held at East Las Vegas July
15-6.
The Baptist church welcomes
blT
the convention, and the first meeting
will open with a devotional service at
9 o'clock on Wednesday morning, July
15. Miss Anna A. Gordon, acting pres.
AT TflE STORE WHERE
ident of the National W. C. T. U., will
QUALITY COUNTS.
conduct this service and will be the
r
of the convention.
presiding-officeThe program for July 15 Includes, in
addition td the necessary business, a
II. YORK
symposium on "The Local Union" and
an address by Mrs. Maude L. Greene,
cartoon lecturer. The afternoon proGROCER
gram will furnish a symposium on "Department Work in the Local Union,"
end Miss Harriett L. Henderson will
AND
speak on "How to Make Sentiment for
Statewide Prohibition." Wednesday
BAKER
evening an address of welcome by Or.
Alice H. Rice, president of the city
union, minute responses by visiting
local presidents, an address by MIbb
PAINTINGS
THE TISSOT
Anna A. Gordon, and a chalk talk by
A nota&e event In the art and re Mrs. Maude L. Greene make up the
llgioais life of Lft. Vegas will be the program.
'
Election of officers and of delegates
exhibition of the world famous paint
tp the National W. C. T. U. convention
ings of the Life of Christ by J. James to be held In Atlanta, Georgia, NovemTlssot. lie. studied art. under Ingres, ber
1914, will occur on Thursday
Flandrin,' Lamothe and other eminent morning, and at 11:10 meeting of the
will be held. At the
teachers of his day. At 30 be was a general officers
afternoon's meetof
Thursday
opening
medalist, but at 50 the "great change
to the life
tribute
a
be
will
ing there
came which completely, transformed
and work of Mrs. Lillian M. N. Stevhis life. He was worshipping in the ens. A symposium on "National Conchurch of Saint Sulplce of Paris, his stitutional Prohibition," ana the rehead bowed in prayer, when he saw port of the committee on resolutions
this vision: the interior of a castle, will complete the convention program.
wrenched and ruined by war. A man An executive committee meeting will
and woman entered and sat among be held on Thursday evening.
As defined In Article V of the conthe ruins in deepest despair; another
form entered. He, whose hands and stitution, the basis of representation
feet had been pierced, and sat by their tor" local unions Is as follows: The
and
side, as much as to say, "I am here president, one delegate-at-largone delegate for erery tea paying
with you in all your troubles."
Tissot arose after the vision. He members of each local union.
Mrs. Clara A. Suhr, of East Las Vewent to Palestine, where for 10 years
he occupied himself in portraying the gas is chairman of the committee of
life of Christ.
arrangements and all who are planThese paintings have been shown ning to, attend the convention should
all over the world. Men never grow promptly send their names to her.
The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
weary of looking at them.
made
Railway company has authorized rates
Stereopticon slides have been
fare for the
of them in exact reproduction and will of one and
be shown in' a series of five illus- meeting, rates to apply from stations
trated sermons. The first one will on their lines in New Mexico and
be given Sunday night at the Baptist from El Paso, Texas.
church. The picture of the ' vision
that changed his life will be shown.
The subject of the evening will be RECORD WHEAT CROP
"The Childhood and Early Ministry
of the Christ."

tvnd fruits of

CREAM LOAF FLOUR
For Pies.

A DOZEN

v

I

AN

OUR.

LAS VEGAS

IN

BB

TONIGHT

For Biscuits.

W. C. T. I). CONVENES

SWEET CORN

.

Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
;
Hi

SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

as disThe Warburg domination;
cussed only informalijr, todafr by the
committeev
It took up a detail the
nomination of Thomas D. Jones of
Chicago.

'

-

.2'

Speaking of Wa Insistence that Paul
WilWarburg be confirmed," President
counthe
son today said he'Uelievea
try .was In favor of .the appointment
and that he would continue to stand
bohind his nominee.'
j The
president explained his support
of Mr. Jones by saying that he had
known him for more than 20 years

-

ASK FOR

IT

and that on many matters he trusted
Mr. Jones Judgment better than he
did his own, but did not include political questions In that category, however,

Jonet Rejected
Washington, July 9. By a vote of
seven tcj four the senate banking committee today rejected the nomination
of Thomas D. Jones of Chicago as a
member of the federal reserve board.
Action on the nomination of Paul M.
Warburg of New Tork was Indefinitely postponed.

